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June 12: Russia Day

Letter from the Publisher

John Ortega
Owner and Publisher

Ack-ack…Ahem…Excuse me, just that last bit of pukh that flew down my throat. You know
what I mean — all the fluff and fuzz that comes out of nowhere to blanket the city in June as if we
are pining away for some snow and crave a substitute. Now that it’s disappeared, we can get back
to the issue at hand, or the issue in your hand, namely Passport.
Our magazine is particularly well-named this month, in light of our theme for July: “Foreigners
in Russia, Russians Abroad.” We kick off with a tribute to Russian-Soviet poet Vladimir
Mayakovsky (as in the metro station on the Green Line), who was not only born this month
in 1893 but is famous for penning the poem “My Soviet Passport” (see page 4). Moving on, the
centerpiece of this issue is Crossing Borders, a quartet of stories about people in history who
did just that. Returning to the present day, Timur Beslangurov offers his take on Russia’s policy
toward foreigners working in Russia.
Read about getaway destinations such as the city of Odessa (page 20) and Ulaanbaatar (page 16),
travel writer Neil McGowan’s final stop on his way to Beijing for the Olympic Games. For those of
us staying in town, get the lowdown on what’s doing in Moscow this month in the way of arts and
entertainment and how to get there (see the penultimate installment of Ray Nayler’s series about
the Moscow metro, page 22). Learn about Viktoria Savvateeva, a rising star in the Russian fashion
world and Marine Façade, a new port where your ship can come in St. Petersburg (page 38).
Hear from regulars Vladimir Kozlov on fi lm (Hollywood vs. Russia, page 12) and Claire
Marsden on books (summer reads, page 13) plus Fred Flintstone, Lipp Service, the Legal Line,
and special columnist Eva Lanska on Parisiennes and Moskvichki (pages 48-51). And with that,
happy Bastille Day, Independence Day, etc., etc., etc.

Do you have a story you’d like to tell?
Do you have a story you’d like to read?
Passport wants to hear from you!
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Стихи о советском паспорте
Я волком бы
выгрыз
бюрократизм.
К мандатам
почтения нету.
К любым
чертям с матерями
катись
любая бумажка.
Но эту...
По длинному фронту
купе
и кают
чиновник
учтивый
движется.
Сдают паспорта,
ия
сдаю
мою
пурпурную книжицу.
К одним паспортам улыбка у рта.
К другим отношение плевое.
С почтеньем
берут, например,
паспорта
с двухспальным
английским левою.
Глазами
доброго дядю выев,
не переставая
кланяться,
берут,
как будто берут чаевые,
паспорт
американца.
На польский глядят,
как в афишу коза.
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На польский выпяливают глаза
в тугой
полицейской слоновости откуда, мол,
и что это за
географические новости?
И не повернув
головы кочан
и чувств
никаких
не изведав,
берут,
не моргнув,
паспорта датчан
и разных
прочих
шведов.
И вдруг,
как будто
ожогом,
рот
скривило
господину.
Это
господин чиновник
берет
мою
краснокожую паспортину.
Берет как бомбу,
берет как ежа,
как бритву
обоюдоострую,
берет,
как гремучую
в 20 жал
змею
двухметроворостую.
Моргнул
многозначаще

глаз носильщика,
хоть вещи
снесет задаром вам.
Жандарм
вопросительно
смотрит на
сыщика,
сыщик
на жандарма.
С каким наслажденьем
жандармской
кастой
я был бы
исхлестан и распят
за то,
что в руках у меня
молоткастый,
серпастый
советский паспорт.
Я волком бы
выгрыз
бюрократизм.
К мандатам
почтения нету.
К любым
чертям с матерями
катись
любая бумажка.
Но эту...
Я
достаю
из широких штанин
дубликатом
бесценного груза.
Читайте,
завидуйте,
ягражданин
Советского Союза.

Владимир
Маяковский
Born on July 19, 1893, in a small Georgian village, Vladimir
Mayakovsky is remembered for his contributions to Soviet poetry.
Among the foremost representatives of Russian Futurism, he went
to considerable lengths to debunk idealistic and romanticized
notions of poetry and poets, preferring instead the language of
the streets. During the Russian Revolution, much of his poetry
called for support of the Bolsheviks, garnering him respect from
Communist officials. In 1930, troubled by critics and disappointment in love and politics, he shot himself with a revolver. Stalin,
who proclaimed indifference to Mayakovsky’s works a crime,
was among those who eulogized the poet. “The poem of the Soviet
Passport,” written in 1929, is an example of Mayakovsky’s short,
simple, rhythmic lines, which he was known for reciting in stentorian, declamatory style.

The Poem of the Soviet Passport
I’d root out bureaucracy once and for
ever.
I have no respect for formalities.
May every paper go to the devil
But for this...
A courteous official passes through
The maze of compartments and halls.
They hand in passports, and I, too,
Hand in my red-skinned pass.
Some passports arouse an obliging smile
While others are treated as mud.
Say, passports picturing the British Lion
Are taken with special regard.
A burly guy from the USA
Is met with an exorbitant honor,
They take his passport as if they
Were taking a gift of money.
The Polish passport makes them stare
Like a sheep might stare at a Christmas
tree:
Where does it come from, this silly and
queer
Geographical discovery?
Without trying to use their brains,
Entirely dead to all feelings,
They take quite coldly passports from
Danes
And other sorts of aliens.
Suddenly, as if he had burnt his mouth,

The official stood stock-still:
It’s my red passport fall this bound
Into the hands of his majesty.
He takes my pass, as if it were
A bomb, a blade or those sorts of things,
He takes it with extraordinary caution
and scare
As if it were a snake with dozens of
stings.
The porter meaningly bats his eyes
Ready to serve me for free.
The detective looks at the cop in
surprise,
The cop looks at him inquiringly.
I know I’d be fiercely slashed and hanged
By this gendarmerie caste
Only because I have got in my hand
This hammer-and-sickle pass.
I’d root out bureaucracy once and for
ever.
I have no respect for formalities.
May every paper go to the devil
But for this...
This little thing, so dear to me,
I withdraw from my loose pantaloons,
Read it and envy me: I happen to be
A citizen of the Soviet Union.
— Translated by Alec Vagapov
July 2008
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Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

1 2 3 4
Jesus Christ Superstar
Mossoviet Academic Theater, 19:00
Also on July 6

To include an event
in our calendar,
please email information to
editor@passportmagazine.ru
by the 15th of the month
prior to the event.

Friday

Giuseppe Verdi’s La Traviata
Stanislavsky & Nemirovich-Danchenko
Musical Theater, 19:00
Also July 21

Grand Slam Beach Volleyball
Tournament
at Poklonnaya Gora
9:00-21:00
Th rough July 6

CANADA DAY

Dancing Fountains French Show
VDNKh, Stone Flower Fountain
15:00, 16:30, 18:00, 22:00
Wed.-Sun. through July 31
Dolphin Show at Moscow Aquaruim
16:00, 18:00
Th rough July 5

Surganova and Orchestra
Summer Acoustics
MAI Student Club, 20:00

Beethoven in Love
classical music concert
Old English House, 19:00

“Vernisazh” Dance Show
Moscow State Estrada Theater, 19:00

Peter Nalitch and Ensemble
Stas Namin Theater, 20:00
Animal Djaz
Club Apelsin, 20:00

Masquerade-Show
Art-House Theatre, 19:00

Seeley & Baldory
Moscow International House of Music,
19:00

W. A. Mozart’s The Marriage of Figaro
Gelikon Opera on the Arbat, 19:00
Also July 5 & 6
U.S. INDEPENDENCE DAY

7 8 9 10 11
My Fair Lady (in Russian)
Operetta Theater, 19:00

Vladimir Vysotsky Memorial Concert
Moscow International House of Music,
19:00

Viva Cuba! Caribbean Dance Nights
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00
Also July 14, 21, 28
Kostroma Russian National Show
Kosmos Hotel Concert Hall, 19:00

Marritsa
Operetta Theater, 19:00
Latino Program :
Musical Improvisations
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

Gala-Concert
Bolshoi Theater, New Stage, 19:00
Blondie World Tour
Club B1 Maximum, 20:00

King Games
Lenkom Theater, 19:00

Donizetti’s The Elixir of Love
Bolshoi Theatre, 19:00
Also July 12

FOR KIDS! Bu-ra-ti-no!
Mir Concert Hall, 15:00
Also July 19, 31

Segodnya Nochyu (Russian rock)
Club Tochka, 22:30

The Violet of Montmartre
Operetta Theatre, 19:00

Strauss’ Die Fledermaus
Operetta Theater, 19:00

Classical Music Night
(flute & harpsichord)
Ostankino Theater, 19:00

Autoexotica Exhibition
Tushino Airodrome
Th rough July 20

14 15 16 17 18

Puccini’s Tosca
Stanislavsky & Nemirovich-Danchenko
Musical Theater, 19:00

Fantasia Under the Sky
Chinese Circus
Moscow State Estrada Theater, 19:00
Th rough July 31

FOR KIDS! Koshkin Dom [Cat House]

Yuri Kuklachyov Cat Theater, 16:00
Also July 15
FOR KIDS! On your mark...

Get set...Go!
Yuri Nikulin Circus on Tsvetnoi
Bulvar, 19:00
BASTILLE DAY

Moskva-Cheryomushki (musical)
Stanislavsky & Nemirovich-Danchenko
Musical Theater, 19:00

The Music of Thelonius Monk
Oleg Kireev (saxophone)
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

Zazhigayem Vmeste (folk)
Nadezhda Kadisheva Zolotoye Koltso
Theater, 19:00
Also July 30

Safari Circus, African Program
Safari Circus, 15:00
Also July 19, 20, 24, 26, 27

Tecora Rogers (vocal jazz)
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

Travis (see Editor’s Choice)
B1 Maximum, 20:00

Silva
Operetta Theater, 19:00

Moral CodeX (Russian art-rock)
Tochka Club, 22:30

Romeo & Juliet
Stanislavsky & Nemirovich-Danchenko
Musical Theater, 19:00
Also July 19
Oleg Kireev (saxophone)
Exotic Band (ethno juzz)
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

21 22 23 24 25
W.A. Mozart’s Cosi Fan Tutte
Stanislavsky & Nemirovich-Danchenko
Muscial Theater, 19:00

Verdi’s La Traviata
Stanislavsky & Nemirovich-Danchenko
Musical Theater, 19:00
Kostroma Russian National Show
Kosmos Hotel Concert Hall, 19:00

Gogol Bordello (gypsy punk)
B1 Maximum, 20:00
Miles Davis and his songs
Oleg Kireev (saxophone)
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

Manic Street Preachers
(see Editor’s Choice)
B1 Maximum, 20:00
Peekaboo
(classical jazz vocal sextet)
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

Naiv (Russian punk rock)
Club Tochka, 21:30

Inteco Russian Open
Golf Championship 2008,
Th rough July 27
Tchaikovsky’s Eugene Onegin
Stanislavsky & Nemirovich-Danchenko
Musical Theater, 19:00
Also July 25

28 29 30 31
Soloists of the Novaya Rossiya
Orchestra
Arkhangelskoye Mansion, 17:00

Anna Koroleva (jazz vocal, saxophone)
Forte, 21:00
Love Island (musical)
Stanislavsky & Nemirovich-Danchenko
Musical Theater, 19:00

Cinderella (ballet)
Stanislavsky &Nemirovich-Danchenko,
Musical Theater, 19:00
Also July 31

Anatoly Gerasimov (flute, saxophone)
and DJ ZigZag
Propaganda Club, 21:00
Stas Mikhailov, Heaven
Zolotoye Koltso Theater, 20:00

Lavanda (rock)
Ikra Club, 20:00
Man-Amphibian (musical)
G. Chikhachev Musical Theater, 19:00

2008 International Russian Civil and
Business Aviation Show
Domodedovo Airport, 10:00-18:00
Th rough August 3

Konstantin Volostnov (organ)
Moscow International House of Music,
19:00
Korol i Shut,
Open Air at the Stas Namin Theater,
20:00

The Songs of Russian Emigration
Art House Theater, 19:00
Chris Washburne (jazz trombone)
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00:
Neschastny Sluchai (Russian pop-rock)
B1 Maximum, 21:00
SWIMMING & OUTDOOR RECREATION AREAS
Bolshoi Sadovy Prud
38a Ul. Bolshaya Academicheskaya
M. Voikovskaya, trolleybus #57 to Stadion Nauka stop
Locker rooms, cafes, volleyball courts, table tennis
Open 10:00-22:00, ticket 50 rub.
Beloye Ozero Recreation Area
2-6 Ul. Zaozernaya, tel. 700-0183
M. Vykhino, marshrut #602 to Kosino
Swimming, boating (200 rub/h), athletics courts
Open 10:00-20:00
Rublevsky Beach Water Skiing Center
3 Myakininskoye Shosse, tel. 727-1740 (beach)
M. Krylatskoye, Schukinskaya, marshrut #777,
Locker rooms, beach volleyball courts, water skiing
Open 9:00-22:00

Saturday
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American Chamber of Commerce’s
Annual U.S. Independence Day Celebration
Kuskovo Estate
(for more information, call 961-2141)

Masha i Medvedi
Ikra Club, 21:00
Viva Cuba!
Hermitage Garden
Th rough July 6
Yunona & Avos
LenKom Theater, 19:00
Also July 11, 12
FOR KIDS! Weekend Club

Art-House Theatre, 12:00
Also July 6, 19, 26
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Sunday
Arkhangelskoye Mansion
www.arkhangelskoe.ru
Yachting Grand Prix (Class 1)
Khimki Reservoir, 10:00
Porcupine Tree
B1 Maximum, 20:00

We Want Operetta!
Chikhachev Musical Theater, 19:00
Also July 6, 29

Around the World in 130 Minutes
Circus on Prospect Vernadskogo, 15:00
Oleg Butman, Jazz Passion
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

12 13
Puccini’s Madame Butterfly
Stanislavsky & Nemirovich-Danchenko
Musical Theater, 19:00

Offenbach’s La Vie Parisienne [Parisian Life]
Life in Paris Operetta Theater, 18:00

Summer Evening with Turetsky Choir
Arkhangelskoye Mansion, 17:00

Ultra Music Festival 2008 (Rave)
19:00-1:00
Soloists of Baroque (Classical music)
Ostankinsky Theater, 17:00
Also July 13

Oleg Pogudin, “Selections” (classical music,vocal)
Estrada Theater, 19:00
The Merry Widow
Operetta Theater, 18:00

Nelly Furtado
Olimpichesky Sports Complex, 19:00
Moscow City Racing
Downtown Moscow city center, 12:00-18:00

19 20

The Cherry Orchard (in Russia)
Sovremennik Theater, 19:00

Picnic
Sponsored by Afi sha magazine
Kolomenskoye Museum-Preserve, 12:00

Neschastny Sluchai (Russian pop-rock)
16 Tonn club, 23:00
Valery Kipelov (Russian rock)
B1 Maximum, 20:00

Kaberne Denyev Band (jazz)
Ikra Club, 21:00

Queen of Spades
Stanislavsky & Nemirovich-Danchenko Musical
Theater, 19:00
Golden Fairy Tales of Pushkin (in Russian)
(recitation with muscial accompaniment)
Art-House Theater, 17:00

26 27
Tequila Jazz (Russian rock)
Ikra Club, 21:00
Nogu Svelo (Russian rock)
Tochka Club, 22:30

VENUES

Demon (opera premiere)
Stanislavsky & Nemirovich-Danchenko Musical
Theater, 19:00
Yan Bederman and the Intuition Music
Orchestra
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

Bezdonnoye Ozero Recreation Area
67b Ul. Tamanskaya, 199-2405
M. Polezhayevskaya, trolleybus #20, 21 to Serebryany Bor
(approx. 15 min.)
Water skiing (3000 rub/40 min.), boating, catamarans
(300 rub/h)
Open 9:00-22:00

Serebryany Bor, Beach 3
4th line of Horoshevsky Serebryany Bor, 199-0970
M. Belorusskaya, trolleybus #20, 86; M. Polezhayevskaya trolleybus #20,
86, 65; marshrutka #190; M. Sokol, trolleybus #65
Boating, volleyball courts (300 rub/h), football field, tennis courts (300500 rub/h), table tennis (200 rub/h)
Open 9:00-21:00, ticket 50 rub

Serebryany Bor, Beach 2
2 Ul. Tamanskaya, Bldg. 2, 947-9881
M. Belorusskaya, trolleybus #20, 86 to Serebryany Bor; M.
Polezhayevskaya, trolleybus #20, 86, 65, 21; marshrutka
#190; M. Sokol trolleybus #65.
Boating (500 rub/h), volleyball courts (500-800 rub/h),
table tennis (200 rub/h), children playground (300 rub/h),
café/restaurant
Open 9:00-21:00, ticket 100 rub

Bitsa Recreation Area (no swimming)
MKAD, 36th km, 423-0155
M. Yasenevo, bus #710, 101, 202
Football, volleyball, tennis courts (no equipment for rent)
Open 9:00-23:00
Troparevo Recreation Area
3 Ul. Akademika Koroleva, 339-3852
M. Tyoply Stan, buses #281, 227
Open 24 hours, boating 9:00-21:00, cafe, locker rooms

Art House Theater
39 Ul. Gastello, 603-0943
M. Sokolniki
www.arthouse-vt.ru
B1 Maximum
11 Ul. Ordzhonikidze, 648-6777
M. Leninsky Prospect
www.b1club.ru
B2 Club
8 Ul. Bolshaya Sadovaya, 650-9918
M. Mayakovskaya
www.b2club.ru
Bolshoi Theater
Okhotny Ryad, 250-7317
M. Teatralnaya,
www.bolshoi.ru
Kosmos Hotel Concert Hall
150 Ul. Prospect Mira, 234-6373
M. Prospect Mira
www.nationalrussianshow.ru
Crocus Expo
www.crocus-expo.ru
Diehl+Gallery 1
1 5/13 Smolenskaya Naberezhnaya,
244-0183, M. Kievskaya
www.diehlandgalleryone.com
Estrada Theater
20 Bersenevskaya Naberezhnaya,
959-0550, M. Borovitskaya
www.teatr-estrada.ru
Expocentr
14 Krasnopresnenskaya Naberezhnaya,
255-3733
M. 1905 Goda, Mezhdunarodnaya
www.expocentr.ru
Forte Club
8 Ul. Bolshaya Bronnaya, 694-0881
M. Pushkinskaya
www.blues.ru/forte
Galina Vishnevskaya Opera Center
25 Ul. Ostozhenka, Bldg. 1, 637-7703
M. Park Kultury
www.opera-centre.ru
Green Theater, Gorky Park
M. Park Kultury
Golden Ring Theater
17a Ul. Timiryazevskaya, 611-4800
M. Timiryazevskaya
www.golden-ring.ru
Heritage Gallery
20 Ul. Petrovka, Bldg. 1, 625-0228
M. Sukharevskaya, Tsvetnoi Bulvar
www.heritage-gallery.ru
Hermitage Garden
3 Karetny Ryad
M. Pushkinskaya, Tverskaya
Ikra Club
8a Ul. Kazakova, 778-5651, M. Kurskaya
www.nobullshit.ru

Moscow Dolphinaruim
27 Ul. Mironovskaya, 369-5558
M. Semenovskaya, Partizanskaya
www.delfi nary.ru
Moscow State Musical Theater
under G. Chikhachev
1 Ul. 1st Novokuzminskaya, 371-7333
M. Ryazansky Prospect
www.teatr-chikhachev.ru
Moscow State Operetta Theater
6 Ul. Bolshaya Dmitrovka, 692-5982
M. Tverskaya, Pushkinsakaya
www.mosoperetta.ru
Moscow State Stanislavsky &
Nemirovich-Danchenko Musical Theater
17 Ul. Bolshaya Dmitrovka, 629-8388
M. Tverskaya, Chekhovskaya
www.stanislavskymusic.ru
New Circus on Prospekt Vernadskogo
7 Prospect Vernadskogo, 930-0300
M. Universitet
www.bolshoicircus.ru
Olimpiisky Sport Complex
16 Olimpiisky Prospekt, 688-3777
M. Prospect Mira
www.olimpik.ru
Ostankino Theater
5 Ul. 1st Ostankinskaya, 683-4645
M. VDHKh
Old English House
4a Ul. Varvarka, 298-3952
M. Kitai-Gorod
www.museum-city-moscow.ru
Propaganda Club
7 Bolshoi Zlatoustinsky Pereulok, 624-5739
M. Lubianka, Kitai-Gorod
www.propagandamoscow.com
SDK MAI
8 Ul. Dubosekovskaya,
M. Sokol
Soyuz Kompositorov Club
(Union Composers’ Club)
8/10 Briusov Pereulok, Bldg. 2, 692-6563
M. Pushkinskaya. Chekhovskaya
www.ucclub.ru
Safari Show (Raduga Circus)
5a Ul. Flotskaya, Druzhba Park
M. Vodni Stadion
www.circusraduga.ru
Stas Namin Theater
9 Ul. Krymsky Val, Bldg. 33, 236-2716
M. Oktyabrskaya
www.stasnamintheatre.ru
State Tretyakov Gallery
10 Lavrushensky Pereulok, 238-1378
M. Tretyakoskaya, Novokuznetskaya
www.tretyakovgallery.ru

Kolomenskoe Museum-Preserve
39 Prospect Y.V. Andropova
(499) 612-1155, M. Kolomenskaya
www.mgomz.ru

Tochka Club
6 Leninsky Prospect, Bldg. 7, 737-7666
M. Oktyabrskaya (Ring Line)
www.clubtochka.ru

Lenkom Theater, Moscow State Theater
6 Ul. Malaya Dmitrovka, 699-0708
M. Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya
www.lenkom.ru

Yuri Kuklachyov Cat Theater
25 Kutuzovsky Prospect, (499) 249-6570
M. Kutuzovskaya
www.kuklachev.ru

Manezh Exhibition Center
1 Manezhnaya Ploschad, 689-1660
M. Okhotny Ryad

Yuri Nikulin Circus on Tsvetnoi Bulvar
13 Tsvetnoi Bulvar, 625-8770
M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar
www.circusnikulin.ru

MDM
28 Komsomolsky Prospekt, 782-8822
M. Frunzenskaya
Mir Concert Hall
11 Ui. Tsvetnoi Bulvar, Bldg. 2, 624-9647
M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar
www.mir-hall.ru

Winzavod
1 4th-Syromyatnichesky Pereulok,
Bkdg. 6, 917-4646
M. Kurskaya
www.winzavod.ru

Editor’s Choice
Summer Evening with the Turetsky Choir

T

he only thing better than a picnic in the country on a warm summer evening is the same
picnic on the grounds of a gorgeous estate while listening to the wondrous sounds of a renowned male choral ensemble. Founded 17 years ago, the popular Turetsky Choir is a unique
group of ten singers known for their top-notch musical training, lively and diverse repertoire,
and artistic performances. So come one, come all, grab a friend, the spouse and kids — whomever you can — and head to the Arkhangelskoye Estate to enjoy the outdoors, fresh air, and great
music. Visitors will have a choice between two seating areas on the lawn in front of the mansion:
The “VIP zone” is nearer the stage and offers access to catering concessions, while the remaining
space will be available for concertgoers to loll on blankets and nibble on goodies brought from
home.

Arkhangelskoye Estate
July 12 at 18:00

Beethoven, Mahler, and Britten: The Jazz Version?

T

he trio presenting the Triptych program at the Moscow International House of Music consists
of three of Europe’s brightest jazz musicians. Daniel Humair, Chevalier des Arts et des Lettres
in France, comes from Switzerland, where he began playing drums at age 7. He turned professional
in 1955 after winning the amateur contest at the Zurich International Jazz Festival. Since then he has
played with such artists as George Gruntz, Jim Hall, Lee Konitz, and others. Along with his musical
career, Humair is also an abstract painter with works in the collections of the City of Paris and the
Swiss government. Bassist Jean-Paul Celea has played with the Ensemble Intercontemporain directed
by Pierre Boulez, the Strasbourg Philharmonic Orchestra, the Ensemble Musique Vivante, and many
other bands performing classical and modern music. The group’s third member, Francois Couturier,
is a versatile pianist who is accomplished in a vast variety of musical idioms. Tango, French chanson,
Corsican folklore — it is hard to find a style he hasn’t mastered. The paths of these three musicians
have crossed over the years, but it wasn’t until 2007 that they finally came together to play jazz interpretations of the works of the great composers , from Beethoven to Britten. The standard jazz set of
piano, contrabass, and drums has never sounded so fresh and expressive.

Moscow International House of
Music, Theater Hall
July 2 at 19:00

Peter Nalitch. Live from the Internet

L

Gorky Park
Zelyony Teatr [Green Theater]
July 3 at 19:00

iving in the era of the Internet, we should be used to the fact that more and more artists in different spheres, from photography to music, are emerging and gaining fame through the World
Wide Web. British singer Lilly Allen is one example, while Peter Nalitch is a hero of the local Ru.net.
After downloading his single onto YouTube one evening, he woke up the next morning to find himself
famous. Well, almost. The young Muscovite sang in a rock band while a student at the Moscow Conservatory, but eventually opted out of a musical career in favor architecture, entering the prestigious
Moscow Institute of Architecture. However, he never gave up his music. According to an observer
from the Kommersant newspaper, Peter Nalitch is the first Russian singing Internet phenomenon. He
inherited his colorful voice from his Serbian grandfather, who sang tenor at the Belgrade opera. After
headlining at the recent Kinotavr fi lm festival in Sochi, Nalitch is giving a concert at the open-air
Green Theater in Gorky Park, where you can go and judge for yourself whether or not the Internet can
fully render the joy of this energetic mix of Balkan, Latin, and Russian music.

Brit Rock in Moscow

T

he British rock invasion of Moscow this summer represents two different musical waves. The complex sound
of Welsh alternative band Manic Street Preachers will be joined by the gentle Scottish melodies of Travis’
folk-rock. What the two bands have in common is headlining festivals and No.1 singles. Like such legendary
bands as The Clash and The Sex Pistols before them, the controversial Manics are influenced by their workingclass roots and known for their intelligent and often political lyrics (no wonder they were the first Western band
to play in Cuba and meet Fidel). Right after the 1994 release of their highly regarded album The Holy Bible, the
band’s co-lyricist and guitarist disappeared and was never seen again. The band’s next album, Design For Life,
was a social anthem challenging those who allege that the working classes are devoid of cultural and emotional
depth. Ten years later, they haven’t changed too much, still generating the music of social protest. They called
their most recent release, which examines the notion of liberation in all its complexity, Send Away The Tigers, a
reference to news reports that animals were released from the Baghdad Zoo after the city’s invasion by the U.S.
and its coalition partners. The first single off the album, “Your Love Alone Is Not Enough” is a personal song
about relationships and regret featuring Nina Persson of The Cardigans. While Travis also has demonstrated its
social conscience through involvement in the Make Poverty History movement, the band is better known for
its romanticism. An appearance at the outdoor Glastonbury Festival in 1999 proved the power of Travis’ music
and won them particular notice: After dry weather all day, a downpour began during the group’s performance
of their song “Why Does It Always Rain On Me?” The band, whose name is a reference to a character in the
Wim Wenders fi lm Paris, Texas, is credited with inspiring other British melodic rock bands such as Coldplay
and Keane. The beautiful melodies and thoughtful lyrics of these two bright bands make attendance at their
Moscow shows a must.
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Travis
B1 Maximum
July 16 at 20:00
Manic Street Preachers
B1 Maximum
July 23 at 20:00

Editor’s Choice
Viva Cuba!

V

iva Cuba! is a festival of Cuban music to take place in the heart of Moscow during the heart of
the summer. The headliner will be The Buena Vista Social Club, a band named for the extremely
popular Havana club of the 1940s that served as a gathering place for musicians and dancers as well as a
de facto laboratory for blending jazz, mambo, charanga, and other influences to create a unique Cuban
style. It was closed down in 1959 following the Cuban Revolution but was resurrected in the 1990s when
Cuban guitarist Juan de Marco Gonzales and American guitarist Ry Cooder gathered the musicians
from the original club to record an eponymous album. Helped by Wim Wenders’ documentary about
the reunion of the musicians, The Buena Vista Social Club has won a huge following and become a
sought-after guest at festivals the world over. Another treat for those who plan to attend the event at the
Hermitage Garden is the performance of Omara Portuondo, the lady whose beautiful rendition of Hasta
Siempre Comandante has become a symbol of love in Latin American culture.

Hermitage Garden
July 5-6 at 19:00

Galleries and Exhibitions
The Magic of Watercolors

Tretyakov Gallery
Through August
Open 10:00-18:00 except Monday

The watercolor technique is one of the most complicated in the studio arts: It forgives no errors and
demands an artist who possesses a talent for form and color. One of the secrets of its artistic language
is the quality of transparency, allowing light through to reveal the texture of the paper. Watercolors
were brought to Russia from Great Britain in the 18th century and were initially used for coloring
etchings and architecture plans, but they quickly became an attraction for many Russian painters.
The development of the technique lies not in evolution but rather in the variety of artistic manners
of different practitioners. On display at the Tretyakov Gallery are approximately 400 works by the
most famous Russian watercolorists, including Alexander Ivanov, Karl Bryullov, Vasily Surikov, and of
course Alexander Benois and Mikhail Vrubel.

World Press Photo
You’ll find not only beauty saving the world at the exhibits of World Press Photo but also images of sorrow
and glory, disaster and success, everyday life and extraordinary events — in short, the world around us.
Sometimes it is difficult to view the horrors recorded in a picture, prompting questions about the ethics
of shooting photographs when people are being killed by real bullets. But the role of these visual records
in ending the tragedies they convey should not be underestimated. While they cannot stop wars immediately, photographs can change people’s attitudes toward each other. Supported by the Dutch royal family,
World Press Photo has existed since 1955 and provides a unique forum for independent photography as
well as informational and cultural exchange. Nowadays it sponsors the most prestigious contest in photographic journalism. In February of each year, the jury selects photographs that best illustrate remarkable events of the previous year. The exhibition of the winners travels to 80 countries, including Russia.
Don’t miss your chance to see the works of Peter ten Hopen, for example, the winner of the everyday life
category, and his mystical series about the village of Vladimirskoye.

Winzavod
Through July 14
Open 12:00 -20:00

The Artists of Glasnost and Perestroika

Diehl + Gallery 1
Through August 30
Open 11:00-20:00
except Monday

Without a doubt, the 1980s, which brought the policies of glasnost and perestroika in the Soviet Union,
is one of the most economically and politically complex periods in Russian history. Naturally, the huge
changes that took place in this era, among them the advent of commercialization and loosening of boundaries, could not help but affect the arts. As Soviet society was liberalized, artists coming from conformist
institutions and those who had long worked underground came together before their audience for honest evaluation. They represented different artistic schools and worked in different colors and styles; some
continued the glorious tradition of SotsArt, and others tried to import Western modern art, while a third
group sought to remember the nearly forgotten history of their own country: suprematist geometry and
constructivist design. From this chaotic mixture emerged a new texture that would a few years later be
called modern Russian Art and provoke polemics while commanding sky-high prices both inside and
outside Russia. The curators of this exhibition have gathered paintings, installations, and photographs to
reconstruct the historical context of perestroika, convey the aura of a period of change, and present the
work of its original heroes such as Ivan Chiukov, Timur Novikov, Sergey Volkov, and many, many others.

Woman of Many Faces: Isabelle Huppert
The renowned French actress Isabelle Huppert is the subject of a voluminous homage of over 100 photographic and video portraits. The multi-generational, international group of legendary artists and fashion
photographers whose work is in the exhibition includes Henri Cartier-Bresson, Nan Goldin, Hiroshi Sugimoto, Roni Horn, and Helmut Newton.
Manezh Exhibition Center
Through July 20
Open 10:00-20:00 except Monday

See page 7 for venue information.
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This Month in History
July 3, 1996:
Boris Yeltsin defeats Gennady Zyuganov in a run-off of the Russian presidential election.
Heading into the June 16, 1996, presidential election, incumbent Boris Yeltsin’s chances for reelection
looked slim. The skyrocketing inflation and disintegrating social services that had made life more
difficult for most Russians helped presidential challenger and Communist Party leader Gennady
Zyuganov garner popular support with a strong grassroots campaign. When the first round of balloting
left neither candidate with the absolute majority required for victory, a run-off election was scheduled.
The Yelstsin campaign secured the backing of key players who bankrolled his campaign and guaranteed
positive media coverage. Yeltsin also received a boost from the announcement of a $10 billion loan to
the Russian government from the International Monetary Fund. In the run-off on July 3, Yeltsin won
53.8% of the vote to Zyuganov’s 40.3%, with the remainder of voters casting ballots “against all.”

July 3-5, 1917:
July Days Riots in Petrograd
The spontaneous pro-Soviet demonstration occurred on the streets of Petrograd when discontented
workers started protests against the Russian Provisional Government. The news of a failed military
offensive on the World War I battlefield inflamed the already intense anti-war feelings among
the populace. The Bolsheviks, led by Vladimir Lenin, took the opportunity to stir support for the
revolution, promising “peace, land, and bread” under a communist system. The insurrection came to
an end, however, when troops loyal to the Provisional Government were dispatched. Following the end
of the riots, arrests of leading Bolsheviks were called for, prompting Lenin to flee to Finland.

July 13, 1762:
The Russian Imperial Guard seizes power from Peter III, declaring Catherine II
Empress of Russia.
After marrying Grand Duke Peter in 1745, Catherine proved to be a powerful
political figure in Russia, gaining many political allies. In July 1762, her
husband, Peter, now tsar, committed the political error of retiring to
Oranienbaum, leaving his ambitious wife in St. Petersburg. In a bloodless coup
that was supported by the Imperial Guard, Peter was deposed and Catherine
installed as ruler of Russia. Her accession manifesto justified her succession
by citing “unanimous election” by the nation. During her reign, which lasted
from 1762 until her death in 1796, Catherine the Great was an example of the
“enlightened despot.”

July 15, 1904:
Anton Chekhov dies.
“If Medicine is my lawful wife, then Literature is
my mistress,” said Anton Chekhov, who began
writing short, humorous sketches and vignettes of
contemporary Russian life to support himself and
his family while attending school. After becoming
a physician, he made little money, often dispensing
treatment to the poor free of charge. He began to
focus on writing, and after being commissioned to
write his first play, Ivanov, he went on to author many
other classics including Uncle Vanya and The Cherry
Orchard. Always modest, Chekhov could hardly have
imagined the extent of his posthumous reputation.
Ovations for The Cherry Orchard in the year of his
death demonstrated the heights to which he had risen
in the esteem of the Russian public — he had become
second in literary celebrity only to Lev Tolstoy.
The Cherry Orchard, Royal Lyceum Theater, England
Courtesy of stage designer Colin Winslow
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This Month in History
July 17, 1918:
Tsar Nicholas II is executed.
By the spring of 1917, Russia was on the verge of total collapse.
The country was in the grips of hyperinflation and open dissent
against the tsar. After Nicholas’ forced abdication in March 1917,
he and his family were placed under house arrest by the Provisional
Government. In April 1918, the family was imprisoned in the
Ipatiev House in Ekaterinburg. As the counterrevolutionary White
Movement gathered strength, leading to full-scale civil war by the
summer, Nicholas, Alexandra, their children, their physician, and
three servants were taken to a basement room and shot at 2:33 a.m.
on July 17. An official announcement appeared in the national press
two days later. In 1981 Nicholas and his immediate family were
canonized as saints by the Russian Orthodox Church.

July 20, 1942:
Dmitri Shostakovich is featured on the cover of Time.
Shostakovich had finished his Seventh Symphony in October 1941, during the siege of Leningrad
by the Nazis. Depicting a heroic struggle against adversity that Shostakovich described as the
“victory of light over darkness, of humanity over barbarism,” the “Leningrad” symphony was
adopted in both the USSR and in the West as a symbol of Russian resistance during WWII.
Thus, in anticipation of its July 26, 1942, premiere in a United States that was by that time also
at war, the news magazine put the composer on its cover. The work was not Shostakovich’s
only contribution to the war effort, however. He also served as a fire warden, delivering radio
broadcasts to the Soviet people. After the war, Shostakovich continued to compose and taught
at the Leningrad Conservatory until his death in August 1975. Today he is regarded as “the
most popular composer of serious art music of the middle years of the 20th century.”

July 24, 1959:
The Moscow Kitchen Debate
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev and U.S. Vice President Richard Nixon
exchanged angry words at the model kitchen exhibit of the U.S. Trade
and Cultural Fair in Sokolniki Park, Moscow. The debate, intended as a
discussion of ideas about evolving technologies such as color television and
modern household conveniences, quickly dissolved into name-calling from
both sides. When Nixon proclaimed, “In America, we like to make life easier
for women,” Krushchev retorted that America’s “capitalistic attitude toward
women does not occur under communism.” Nevertheless, Khrushchev
ended the debate urging the two sides to seek agreement. The exchange
was part of a period marked with rising Cold War tension that began with
Sputnik in 1957 and reached a peak in 1962 with the Cuban Missile Crisis.

July 28, 1966:
Portugal 2, USSR 1
Coached by Nikolai Petrovich Morozov and led by Lev Yashin’s stellar
goalkeeping, the USSR dominated its first-round pool in the 1966 FIFA
World Cup, winning all three of its matches. After defeating Hungary in the
quarterfinals, the Soviet team was upset by West Germany in the semis. A
loss to Portugal in the third-place match left the Soviet Union with a 4th-place
finish, Russia’s best to date.
— Compiled by Drew Ingersoll
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Cinema

Russian Films vs. Hollywood Movies

F

or quite a few years now the idea of introducing
some form of protection for the domestic film
industry has been discussed by Russian authorities
and members of parliament. The most commonly
proposed solution to the “problem” of Hollywood
fi lms’ dominance in Russian movie theaters is the
introduction of quotas for foreign films.
But does the government really have to introduce
protectionism into the fi lm market? Would such a
policy simply backfire?
Only five or six ago, any restrictions on Hollywood
fi lms wouldn’t have made any sense. Back then, the
domestic fi lm industry didn’t turn out more than a
couple dozen features per year, and if not for Hollywood
movies, there wouldn’t have been anything to show at
the multiplex cinemas that had just begun to pop up
throughout the country.
Today, the situation is completely different. In 2007,
for instance, domestically produced movies accounted
for about one quarter of all box office revenues. While
this is a significant figure, it’s still much lower than
many in the Russian fi lm industry would like to see.
If, say, a 50 percent quota on foreign movies were
introduced — meaning that at any given moment, only
half the movies playing in theaters could be of foreign
origin — there would still be enough Russian movies
to fi ll screens, as these days many more are produced
than find a distributor for theatrical release.
But are there enough domestic movies that audiences
would want to see? That’s the big question, especially
when it comes to commercial movies. Overall, the
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Russian commercial cinema industry is rather young,
and although it is quickly developing along the lines of
Hollywood examples, there is still a lot to be learned.
This is not to say that all Hollywood movies are
good. To be sure, there are lots of bad movies shot on
huge budgets that are tens or even hundreds of times
bigger than those of most Russian movies. But at least
audiences coming to watch a Hollywood film know
what to expect from it, and in most cases the movie
meets their genre expectations. For example, if they
go to see a thriller, they’ll see a thriller — whether
good, bad, or average, it’s still a thriller. At the same
time, people who go to see a Russian film advertised
as a thriller may end up watching a hybrid of several
genres, none of which really works.
As a result, domestic distributors often complain
that it takes much more money and effort to persuade
people to come see a domestic movie as opposed to
a Hollywood one. In this situation, the introduction
of quotas would give a competitive edge to domestic
producers, who, instead of having to compete with
Hollywood blockbusters for audiences, could continue
to make mediocre movies, confident that they will
attract audiences anyway.
At this point, when the number of feature fi lms
annually made in the country has surpassed Soviet-era
figures, just about everyone is waiting for a “transition
from quantity to quality.” And better quality can be
achieved only in competition with other movies —
those produced both in Russia and in other countries.
— Vladimir Kozlov

Books & Music
Fakel Junket

Carriage
Chats

T

he train started with a shudder as my voyage to Kiev as a music reporter began. I was sitting in a
train car reserved entirely for the elite press corps of which I was a part. We were en route to the
capital of ancient Rus’ to witness the opening of a new chapter in Russian popular music...or at least
the debut CD release party of a “cyberpunk” band. It was not clear to me at that point what exactly
raveling on the railways is an
cyberpunk entailed, but I chalked that up to being a bit out of touch with Russian musical genres
experience not to be missed by
— especially the cyber ones. In any case, I figured this band, Fakel (Russian for “torch”), would put
anyone visiting Russia. I have only
on a good show, and a junket to their gala in Kiev was an intriguing bonus.
got as far as St. Petersburg, but both
The next morning, groggy late-night border checks notwithstanding, we arrived in Kiev and
times I made the eight-hour journey,
found our way to the tour bus. At that point we paused for a 9:00 am beer break. Some members of
the time has flown by. This may have
the entourage looked a bit queasy from the jollity of the previous night.
been a function of the snacks and
The rest of the morning and afternoon were spent on a whirlwind tour of the city. We were probottle of wine I was encouraged by
vided with a nice biznes lanch, a chance to peruse the wares (mostly suspiciously similar to those
Russian friends to bring along, but I
at the Izmailovsky market) for sale along Vasilievsky spusk, and an expert, Cliff ’s Notes version
truly believe that the company with
of the history and geography of Kiev. Most eye-catching was the profusion of multicolored tents
which I shared my carriage should
that were tightly packed into seemingly every available space on Kiev’s historic squares. They
be given more of the credit. Language
turned out to be campaign outposts for the mayoral race raging in the city. Many were staffed or
barriers were forgotten as pictures of
featured loudspeakers blasting stump speeches, but despite the obvious public display of superfamily were produced, toasts made, and
democracy, no one really seemed to care.
snacks and stories swapped. But have I
By late afternoon the trip organizers returned us to the matter at hand and shuttled us off
just been lucky? You always have some
to the club for the press conference. We descended into a smallish, almost rustic-style club,
fear about who the stranger(s) sharing
where we were introduced to the band, including the keyboardist, the aptly named Blondinka.
your air and living space for the foreseeable
The leader of Fakel, Andrei Yakushin, explained to the gathered Moscow journalists his motifuture will be.
vations for finally producing a full album based on texts he had written over 20 years before.
Pozdnyshev, whose story is told in
After waxing philosophical about the many interpretations of the band’s name and the true
Lev Tolstoy’s classic novella The Kreutzer
nature of cyberpunk, he suddenly veered off into a short diatribe on the need for Russia and
Sonata, would make for interesting, if
Ukraine to finally reunite and form a true Slavic nation like in the old days. Some laughed
disturbing, company. This isolated and
awkwardly, others were supportive, and the press conference was drawn to a close. After a
sinister stranger keeps very much to himself
stroll down Kreshchatik, Kiev’s main drag, we returned to the club for the big show.
until the comments of a lawyer and his
The four-person band played a short set of energetic music on a cramped stage as videooutspoken female companion produce a
cameras hovered and the press corps looked on. Cyberpunk turned out to be something
rather aggressive outburst. Talk of love and
like dark, very danceable techno reminiscent of bands like KMFDM but with more pop
intimacy and the institution of marriage spark
sensibilities and a bit of a retro touch (or was that just the production?). The songs were
an unusual debate among a diverse group of
very catchy, and Blondinka and the guitarist put on their best rock-star faces as Yakushin
train passengers. People come and go, but
pumped his fist and strutted in place to the four-on-the-floor beat. What I caught of the
our narrator stays and listens as Pozdnyshev’s
lyrics during the show featured such esoteric gems as “an office of robots” and “a rat in
murderous tale unfolds.
kerosene doesn’t burn,” but it seemed that the esthetic of cyberpunk didn’t leave much
This anti-hero’s philosophy of life, love,
room for any particularly nationalistic sentiments.
women, and the corrupt lifestyle of young men
A quick ride on the surprisingly cramped, overloaded Kiev metro took us to the train
about town, which is positively encouraged by
station for the trip back to Moscow. Everyone was in a good mood, but it turned out that
all of society, fills the carriage and is as seemingly
the life of a traveling music journalist is tiring, so before long most of us turned in to
never-ending as his supply of tea and cigarettes:
await the border guards. By midday the next day we were flying through Moscow oblast
as our whirlwind trip to Kiev came to a close. Look for Fakel’s CD, 1985, at Gorbushka
“The vilest thing of all about it,” he began, “is
(but don’t expect the experience to be the same without Blondinka on keys and Andrei
that in theory love’s supposed to be something
pumping up the crowd on stage). — Noah Buckley
ideal and noble, whereas in practice it’s just

T

a sordid matter that degrades us to the level
of pigs, something vile and embarrassing to
remember and talk about.”

His views may shock or perhaps make sense, but
as we learn of his marriage, his five children, and his
wife’s growing beauty, we long to know how and why
he killed her.
This version has been published as part of the
Penguin Books-Great Loves series. Other titles in the
series include Ivan Turgenev’s First Love and Anton
Chekhov’s A Russian Affair — all great short reads for
long sunny afternoons.
The Kreutzer Sonata by Lev Tolstoy, trans. David
McDuff (Penguin Books, 144 pages) is 266 rubles at
Dom Knigi on Novy Arbat — Claire Marsden
photo courtesy of Kushnir Production
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Art History

O

n February 9, 1946, 19-year-old art student Boris Sveshnikov
left his Moscow home to buy some kerosene. Ten years
would pass before he would return. Sveshnikov was arrested for
an alleged attempt to assassinate Joseph Stalin. Though Boris
Sveshnikov never met the other members of the “terrorist group”
to which he was accused of belonging, the KGB was never bothered by such trifles. (Another alleged member of the fabricated
group was fellow art student Lev Kropivnitsky, who will be
profiled in Passport’s August 2008 issue.) The prosecutor simply
said: “Right. He did not know the other terrorists. That is why
he was sentenced to only eight years in prison. If he had known
them…” That was the logic of the Stalin era.
The gulag played a crucial role in the artistic fate of Boris
Sveshnikov. The drawings he did while in the prison camp form
a body of work that is unique in the history of art. Everything
about them is unusual — the conditions under which they were
created, the unprecedented reality reflected in them, the circumstances of their survival.
Painted by feather in India ink on simple sheets of album paper,
they create a phantasmal world where the brutal reality of gulag
life rubs shoulders with scenes of gallantry, where the meager
northern tundra turns into a cosmic landscape of eternity, where
evil becomes a trite nightmare of everyday life, where fantasy
becomes reality and the depths of the past are visible through the
dismal veil of the present.
Those who do not know that the gulag was the backdrop for
his creative work might not guess it. Another gulag prisoner,
Andrey Sinyavsky, wrote of Sveshnikov’s drawings: “Those who
know will spot barracks, garbage, a prison; someone has hanged
himself already, someone is just waiting for his turn. But these
gulag associations are very few. These are not drawings from
nature. These are dreams of eternity sliding along the glass of
history.”
Sveshnikov spent one year being shuttled back and forth from
Lefortovo prison to Lubyanka for endless nighttime interrogations. Poor nutrition, overcrowded cells, extreme sleep deprivation — all this drove him to the verge of physical and mental
collapse. When he finally received his sentence, it took over a
month of traveling from prison to prison to reach his assigned
gulag, where 10-12 hour days felling trees awaited him. In winter
the temperatures dipped to -40 degrees Centigrade; in summer
the prisoners were surrounded by clouds of mosquitoes. After
each day of backbreaking labor, it was Sveshnikov’s art that saved
him: He would return to his barracks and cover the sheets of
album paper with his phantasmagorical visions, escaping from
prison life into his dreams.
Despite his youth, after two years he could hardly walk. Through
personal contacts, his parents managed to arrange his transfer
in the autumn of 1948 to the invalid gulag Vetlosyan, where he

The 19-year-old art student left home
one day on a simple errand and didn’t
come back for 10 years. Recollecting
the absurd logic of the gulag system,
he said of his time there, “I had total
creative freedom. Nobody cared. I did
what I wanted.”
14
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The Gulag Cr
text Olga Slobodkina-von Brómssen
was assigned work as a night watchman at a wood-processing
plant. This arrangement not only saved his life, but also led to
the most artistically prolific period of Sveshnikov’s imprisonment. He worked in his small room at night in secret. His letters
to family and friends were full of requests for brushes, paints, and
paper as well as for reproductions of Bosch, Grunewald, Goya,
Gainsborough, Monet, and others.
In addition, the prison had a painting workshop where inmates
painted slogans, posters, portraits of Soviet leaders, etc., and
the “gulag elite” assigned to the workshop sometimes allowed
Sveshnikov to use the art materials. Sometimes prisoners came to
him and asked him to do their portraits on small pieces of paper,

Art History

eativity of Boris Sveshnikov
which they sent to their relatives instead of photos. This period of
meager supplies is reflected even in the work he did later on after
his release from prison — a very thin layer of paint, limited range
of colors, and paper the size of an album sheet.
“I had total creative freedom,” Sveshnikov would recollect of his
gulag days. “Nobody cared. I did what I wanted.” While the notion
of creative freedom in a Soviet labor camp may seem oxymoronic,
such was the absurd logic of the era. Sveshnikov was certain that
his creations would never leave the camp even if he himself were
released, but fate had different plans in store for his art.
In one of the prisons in which he had been incarcerated,
Sveshnikov met a former Latvian government minister, Ludvig

Sei. When the Nazis occupied Latvia during World War II, Sei
had managed to get his family out of the country to the United
States. He himself, however, was captured and spent the entire
war in a German prison, only to be sent to a Soviet one after the
war ended: He was accused of espionage and sentenced to five
years in a labor camp.
When his term ended in 1949, he elected to remain at the camp,
realizing that another arrest was inevitable. Since one of his privileges was the opportunity to go beyond the prison zone, Sei, an
admirer of Sveshnikov’s work, would smuggle the artist’s drawings out of the camp and give them to people to bring to Moscow.
In this way, the gulag dreams of the artist made it to freedom. P
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Travel

Summer in Mongolia: The Festival of Naadam
text and photos Neil McGowan

T

he history of the Mongolian Buddhist festival of Naadam
is as ancient as Chinggiskhan himself. Chinggis (whom
we call Genghis Khan, the first “g” ought to be soft) was
elected as great khan of the Mongols at his great kuriltai
(gathering of clans) in around 1197 A.D. Like any Mongolian
gathering worthy of the name, the kuriltai was marked by
feasting, drinking, and the traditional Mongolian “manly
sports” (in Mongolian, eerin gurvan naadam). Then, as now,
the three principal sports that fascinated the crowd were
wrestling, archery, and, above all,
horsemanship.
The social reasons for Naadam may
not be immediately obvious to those
who attend the summer festival.
Mongolia’s blistering summers,
when temperatures regularly hit
35 degrees Celsius and higher, are balanced by Siberianstyle winters. Heavy snowfall makes most of the country
inaccessible, and even today only a handful of main highways
are regularly cleared. Much of the country’s tiny population
(around 2.5 million spread across an area three times the
size of Germany) live in extended families on nomadic
farmsteads. The nearest neighbors might be 2-3 hours’ ride
on horseback and the nearest town a day’s journey. So after
a long winter of isolation, the social gatherings of summer
are serious business! It’s a time when rural communities
meet for barter and trade, when girls might seek a husband
and boys might look for a wife. And potential husbands in
search of brides want to display their sporting prowess. In
parallel with all of this — although officially banned during
the period of Communist rule — there is a series of elaborate
Buddhist ritual dances called Tsam in which huge masks of
deities are worn.
When my friend the trade attaché at the Mongolian Embassy in London returned home to Ulaanbaatar, he gave a
little speech: “I must return to Mongolia. My son is seven,
and he cannot ride a horse. I feel shame.” Even today, horsemanship remains an essential skill for any Mongolian, even
those who live in Ulaanbaatar’s many Soviet-style high-rise
apartment buildings.
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Prior to the arrival of the telegraph, Mongolia had no cities
in the modern sense; Mongols are traditionally nomadic
warriors, and cities aren’t part of their culture. The royal
court and its entourage sensibly moved around the country
in search of fresh pastures for their animals. Urga (now
Ulaanbaatar, spelled “Ulan Bator” in the Soviet era) was the
court’s traditional winter stronghold, where it would pitch
its yurt tents (called gers in Mongolian) around the Gandan
Monastery. The modern city of Ulaanbaatar, situated on the
site of ancient Urga, was essentially built by the
USSR as a “gift” to a newly-independent Mongolia,
which had freed itself of Chinese control in 1924
with the assistance of the Red Army. Don’t expect
to find Angkor Wat — most of Ulaanbaatar is closer
to Novosibirsk in architecture, but it’s a product of
Mongolia’s tempestuous history. In the heart of the
Soviet housing blocks are the ancient temples of the Gandan
and Choijin monasteries.
Everyone knows that the schedule issued by the Naadam
Committee won’t be adhered to; it’s more a perfunctory expression of the committee’s idea of how the festival should
go. That said, there is at least one event that starts on time:
the grand opening, presided over by the president of Mongolia. Television anchors struggle to cover the gaping holes in
the live transmission, as when the presidential car gets stuck
in gridlock on the way to the horseracing events, but noth-

Travel

ing can spoil the good humor of a population bent on having
the best possible time. Supplies of Arkhi and Chinggiskhan
vodka have been cleared out of shops in eager anticipation.
Despite the best efforts of the PR committee to turn Naadam
into the Asian Games, the horse-trainers, wrestlers, and archers are determined to keep it as a mixture of county fair
and rodeo. It’s cheerfully uncommercialized, and access to
the horseracing is open to anyone who can scrounge a ride in
a car or moped to the racetrack.
Mongolian wrestling is vaguely similar to sumo, and the
intricacies of technique are savored by an audience of devotees happy to watch the bouts all afternoon and for the following two days of the festival. As proof that it’s a purely sport-

ing clash with no ill will, each pair of heavyweight wrestlers
makes a short balletic dance in honor of the sacred garuda (a
large bird of Buddhist mythology) before pummelling each
other to the ground. The rounds are quite short, and wrestlers get one chance only — a single mistake and you’re not
only prone on the ground but out of contention. With prizes
running to luxury cars and even an apartment, competition
is intense, and the crowd loves every moment.
Those less fascinated by grappling flesh might prefer to
wander over to the archery contest. The traditional Mongolian bow is slowly giving way to the composite fiberglass
model, but the shooting remains traditional: aiming to hit
small pegs in the ground some distance away. If all this
sounds rather like hard work, you might prefer the more
leisurely business of flicking wooden tokens at each other, a
sport in itself that’s set up in the pavilion next door.
But it’s the sport of kings, horseracing, that attracts the
biggest crowds, and the races continue for three days. And
even this isn’t enough for the horse-trainers. Once the official
event (which they class as too commercialized) is over, they
run their own “trainer’s Naadam” two days later. The biggest
race event of the festival is with young boy riders, but this is
no kids’ race. The boys are chosen because they’re the lightest
and fastest, and the times they record often beat those of the
adult jockeys. There’s a special song sung for the boy who

GOING TO NAADAM
Naadam takes place every year from July 11 to 13. It’s
the biggest festival in Mongolia, and all government organizations (including embassies abroad) close down. Hotel
accommodation is in short supply, so book early. The best
combination of quality and location is the 4-star Bayangol
Hotel (www.bayangolhotel.mn), whose two high-rise
blocks are located just 200 meters from Suukhebaatar
Square, the heart of Ulaanbaatar. In addition to great
in-house dining (there’s an Indian restaurant in block
B that serves stupendous curries), the hotel has the best
of the city’s dining and entertainment located adjacent,
including the German microbrewery restaurant KhanBrau across the road, and the charmingly low-key nightclub River Sounds a few blocks down the street.
Ulaanbaatar is one of the most poorly served world capitals for air transport, but Muscovites have the best choice:
There are flights on Aeroflot from Sheremetyevo (on old
Soviet jets) and on MIAT Mongolian Airlines (on new
Boeings). Surface travel fans can take a six-day rail journey
from Moscow Yaroslavsky Station. Visas (compulsory) are
issued in 2-3 working days by the Mongolian consulate in
Moscow; no travel bookings are strictly needed, but they
seem to help. To gain admission to the Naadam Opening
Ceremony, you should pre-book a ticket with a tour operator as nothing will be available on the day.
comes in last. The lyrics explain that it’s not his fault, the
trainer was an idiot and overfed the horse, the horse was exhausted from overtraining, and next year this boy is going to
ride like the wind and come in first. P
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Day Out
A cottage in the village of Kashenchevo, just off the
road from Kulitskaya to Mednoye

Mednoye
text and photos Ian Mitchell

W

ith summer here, it’s a good time
to get out of the city and enjoy
some of the cool pine and birch forests
around Moscow. Recently, I did just
this, bringing my bicycle on a suburban
train (known in Russia as elektrichka)
and heading for the small village of
Mednoye, near the city of Tver. Mednoye is the final resting place of about
6,000 Polish soldiers after they were
shot by Soviet authorities in the spring
of 1940, at the same time as the more
famous massacre at Katyn.
Six stops north of Tver on the St.
Petersburg line, I got off at little wayside
halt called Kulitskaya. Crossing the
railway line, it was not hard to see
which way to go: A wide dirt road
ran through fields and rich forest.
It was along this road that the Soviet
29th Army retreated in October 1941
to parry the German thrust beyond
Kalinin, as Tver was then called. The
river down to my left was the furthest
point the Wehrmacht reached.
Today the mainly log-built houses
look peaceful and calm, surrounded
by their usually well-kept gardens of
flowers, vegetables, and fruit trees. The
sight of several large new houses with
foreign cars parked outside was a sign
that prosperity has reached this town
in the heart of Tverskaya Oblast.
After the first 10 kilometers of
unpaved road, the appearance of a hard
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On Stalin’s orders,
the 6,000 Polish
POWs buried near
Mednoye were shot in a
soundproof room at the
rate of 250 per night
for nearly a month,
stopping only for the
May Day holiday.

surface made cycling much easier,
though riders should look out for
deep potholes. The good news is
that the drivers, without exception, gave me a wide berth (in sharp
contrast to the treatment cyclists
usually receive in Moscow).
Beside the Tvertsa River, there
were holiday camps, picnickers,
and even a rather smart-looking
hotel, inexplicably called the Computer Hotel. This was close to the
cemetery I had come to see and in
the middle of what used to be the
dacha
area
for the local
NKVD. The
site — a gorgeous spot on
the banks of
the river amid
a stately pine
forest — was
presumably chosen for the mass
graves because it
would have been
guarded
and
therefore not visited by ordinary
citizens.
The story of
the massacres of
the Poles is one
of the ugliest in
the long history of
Soviet bloodthirstiness. Put briefly:
When Germany invaded Poland from
the west in September 1939, the Soviet
Union moved on the country from the

The central memorial stone, with a separate stone inscribed with the words “To
compatriots: victims of wars and repression.” The inscription is controversial, considered by some to commemorate Soviet as well as Polish victims of Stalinism

Day Out
east, taking control of the
territory up to a demarcation
line agreed upon by the Soviet
and Nazi foreign ministers in
the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact
of August 1939.
The Poles fought the Germans ferociously but did not
resist the Soviets, imagining that they were arriving
to prevent a Nazi occupation
of the whole of Poland. Two
hundred fift y thousand Poles
walked into captivity, completely unaware of the fate
in store for them. Most were
quickly released by the Soviets, but military officers,
The banks of the Tvertsa River, which flows through the village of Mednoye.
along with members of
The river marked the furthest limit of German advance in the autumn of 1941.
the intelligentsia, many
of whom had been conscripted at the outbreak of
holiday. Their bodies were buried in
in
consecrated
war, were retained in NKVD-run
mass graves near Mednoye.
ground 100 yards from the original pits,
camps.
Today the site is a military cemetery
the mounds over which can still be seen
For six months, Stalin, Beria,
and museum, built and run by the Polish
among the pine tress planted to disguise
and others debated what to do
the site. P
government. The bodies of the victims
with them. Beria is said to have
were exhumed in the 1990s and reburied
wanted to keep them alive for
possible use in the event of a
German invasion of the Soviet
Union, as they would provide
a cadre of experienced officers whose hatred of Germany matched that of most Soviet
patriots. The distrustful Stalin, however, decided that the Poles were more
of a danger to the workers’ state than a
potential military asset.
So, with the agreement of most of
his Politburo colleagues, he ordered
the murder of the 22,000 Poles. Most
of these were held in a camp near
Kharkov in Ukraine, while 4,000 of the
most senior officers were imprisoned
near Katyn, where the German army
A cross above one of the 20 or so individual graves recently identified
discovered their graves in 1943.
The 6,000 Poles buried near Mednoye
were mostly policemen, intelligence ofHow to get there
ficers, civil servants, land-owners, and
professionals. They had been held at
By road: Take the M10, Leningrad Highway through Klin and Tver.
the Nilov Monastery near Ostashkov
Thirty kilometers beyond Tver, a new road branches off from the old
until April 1940, when they were led
one. Continue on the old road through Mednoye and then another
out to waiting trucks with the promise
2 kilometers until you see a sign for Mednoye/Yamok. A good road,
that their cases were going to be indiclearly signposted, leads another 2 kilometers directly to the site.
vidually examined. They were taken to
By bicycle: Take the train from Leningrad Station to Tver. Change
NKVD headquarters in Kalinin, where
to the train for Bologoye and get off at Kulitskaya. Cross the line
they were shot in a soundproof room
and cycle about 16 kilometers to Mednoye and turn right at the old
at the rate of 250 per night for nearly a
main Leningrad Highway, then continue for another 4 kilometers
month, stopping only for the May Day
as above.
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Weekend Getaway

Ah, Odessa, the Pearl by the Sea
text and photos Piers Gladstone

O

dessa is a unique city with a
unique history that informs its
present and is shaping its future. Home
to regal architecture, sandy beaches
that have lured summer tourists for
centuries, famous writers and artists
past and present, and a thriving port,
Odessa is one of the most interesting
and welcoming cities of the former
Soviet republics, making it a perfect
destination for a weekend getaway.
At precisely 21:20, train No. 23
gently rolls out of Kievsky Vokzal. The
brightly lit Seven Sisters building of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs slowly
recedes into the distance, backdropped
against a curtain of darkness. It is cozy
and warm in our compartment, and
we settle down with a cup of chai in the
ubiquitous Russian Railways glass and
metal holder, in preparation for our
24-hour journey to Odessa. In the early
hours of the morning we are briefly
woken to have our passports stamped,
the rhythmical movement of the train
lulling us easily back to sleep.
Morning brings a Ukrainian landscape similar to a Russian one: villages
of small izbi [huts], towns of concrete
blocks and imperial and Stalinist

The newly restored Panteleimonov
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railway stations whose platforms
swarm with babushkas carrying plates
laden with homemade goodies for the
hungry passengers. As the day slowly
slips by, the sky changes, the light
mellows, and the landscape oscillates

After Catherine the
Great founded Odessa
at the end of the 18th
century, it became
a magnet for immigrants seeking their
fortunes. Today locals say that Odessa is
changing, and they are
not wrong.
from rich farmland to gently rolling
hills, bathed in the late afternoon’s
golden sunshine.
“Everything is changing in Odessa,”
our taxi driver states, and he is not

wrong. All around there is construction, but thankfully it seems that
much is focused on the renovation and
preservation of the city’s charmingly
elegant historical center. It is like a
patchwork quilt of architectural styles
from the 19 th century, all laid out on a
grid system. On one street one could
be in Hapsburg Budapest, the next in
southern Italy with vines snaking up
and around courtyards and balconies. Thanks to the fact that the Red
Army slipped out at night rather than
be defeated by the advancing German
and Romanian troops during World
War II, Odessa’s tree-lined streets and
boulevards were spared.
The multicultural architecture of
the city reflects its multicultural roots.
Founded at the end of the 18th century
by Catherine the Great, Odessa
became a magnet for immigrants
from all over Europe in search of their
fortunes. The new city quickly became
a boomtown and by 1880 was Russia’s
second-largest port. Much of this was
a result of Odessa’s status as a dutyfree port, and somewhat like Dubai
today, it attracted foreign invest-

iny aboard the battleship
Statue of sailors who staged a mut
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Sau sage selle r, Privoz Market

ment, trade, and immigrants.
Since the largest group of immigrants
were Jewish, Odessa was, and to some
extent still is, associated with Jews and
their culture. A large number of Soviet
humorists, such as Ilya Ilf & Yevgeny
Petrov, hailed from Odessa, and at
one time, in the late 19 th century, 30
percent of the city’s population was
Jewish.
Beneath the city and its surroundings lie over 1000 kilometers of
manmade tunnels, known as the
Catacombs. These too tell part of the
story of Odessa. The sandstone from
which the regal and neoclassical buildings of Odessa are built was quarried from beneath the city, leaving an
unmapped network of tunnels, which
were used by smugglers both to hide
and transport the duty-free goods out
of the city. Later, during World War
II, the Catacombs were used by small
but committed groups of partisans
to wage a war of attrition against the
occupying Romanian and German
troops. Now, having been sealed after
the war, they are the reason why the
city has no metro.
A window looking onto “old” Odessa
can be seen at the Privoz Market. Rows
of vendors behind stacks of fruit and
vegetables and babushkas with strings
of dried mushrooms around their necks
compete for trade in the outdoor part

Inside the rece ntly restored central

of the market, while the indoor
meat market and dairy stalls have a
hushed air about them. Samples of all
the products, be it slices of sausages or
knobs of chocolate butter, are willingly
handed out for prospective buyers to
taste. Everything is cheap, fresh, and
of high quality. However, it seems that
Privoz is about to be consigned to the
history books. The charming Fruktovi
Passazh [Fruit Arcade] has been closed
and is now fenced off, and it seems
the rest of the market is also under
threat. “The government wants to
tear down Privoz and make a casino,”
says Tamara, a 50-year-old trader. “I
remember coming here to the market
as a child with my parents. Odessa is
nothing without Privoz.”
While some history is inevitably

synagogue

being lost, modern Odessa and
Odessans seem to be moving confidently toward their future. In Odessa’s
equivalent of the elite Moscow suburb
of Rublyovka, there are many architecturally adventurous and sometime
futuristic houses that tastefully avoid
the ridiculous scale that has been
embraced in Moscow. Similarly, the
restaurants and cafes in the center are
inviting and have a sense of authenticity as well as good service (both of
which can be hard to fi nd in Moscow).
Prices, however, are on a par, not just
in the restaurants but also in the shops
and the cost of real estate. “Odessa is
becoming like London. Houses cost
more than a million and a half dollars,
and everything is for sale,” quipped
one man. P

Travel Information
Piers Gladstone traveled to Odessa by train from Moscow. A roundtrip
ticket in a 2-person luxe compartment costs 5560 rubles per person.
www.kuda-otkuda.ru
The best option for staying in the center is the American-owned and managed Executive Suites. Serviced apartments in this centrally located complex start at around $100 per night. English is spoken.
www.theodessagroup.net
English-language guided tours of the Catacombs can be arranged through
Eugenia Travel, vul. Rishlevskaya. +38 482 220554
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Metro Feature

Notes from Underground:
The End of an Era
text Ray Nayler
photos Anna Kuznetsova

T

he death of Joseph Stalin in 1953
began a period of “de-Stalinization,”
initiated by Nikita Khrushchev. Just as the
architecture of the Moscow metro serves
as a physical demonstration of Stalin’s
vision of the Soviet Union during his
reign, so too does it reflect the changing
times after 1953. In previous installments of the Notes from Underground
series we have seen a parallel progression: As Stalin’s chokehold on the Soviet
Union tightened and his reach extended
to all branches of the arts, initially simple
and derivative stations evolved into
high “Novsovroc” (New Soviet Rococo)
explosions like Komsomolskaya on the
Circle Line (opened January 30, 1951)
and Arbatskaya on the Dark Blue Line
(opened April 5, 1953).
In this article, we will look at the
changes that Stalin’s death wrought on
the Moscow metro. Stations completed
after 1953 reflect an esthetic sea change
within the Soviet Union and demon-
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strate the more practical, utilitarian
vision of Khrushchev, who would alter
forever the way the Soviet Union looked
and bring to an end many of the excesses
of Stalinist culture, from bloody purges
to florid architecture.
Following Stalin’s death, the
Communist Party led by Khrushchev
acted relatively quickly to tone down
or cancel expensive and wasteful projects. The November 1954 Decree on
the Liquidation of Excesses estimated
that Stalinist projects spent about a
third of their total cost on unnecessary
decoration and extravagance. Architect
Alexei Dushkin, previously celebrated
for designing the Mayakovskaya and
Avtozavodskaya metro stations, was
condemned for his cost overages and
extravagance. While this by no means
signaled a full stop to Soviet excesses
in architecture or to Socialist Realism,
which would remain a powerful influence for decades to come, it did sound

the death knell for the bloated neoclassicism of the late Stalin era.
The last of the stations designed
under Stalin — including VDNKh,
Alekseyevskaya,
Rizhskaya,
and
Prospekt Mira on the Orange Line —
were opened on May 1, 1958, a date that
marks the end of the Stalinist projects
in the Moscow metro. An examination
of two of these stations, VDNKh and
Rizhskaya, reveals how Stalin’s legacy
was muted first and then discarded
completely.
VDNKh, the station which was to
serve the Exhibition of Achievements
of the People’s Economy, was destined
to be heavily decorated much like
Arbatskaya on the Dark Blue Line,
and there are other visible basic design
similarities between the two stations.
However, many of the planned decorative details were eliminated after Stalin’s
death, including mosaics by the artist
V.A. Favorskoy, which were replaced by
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M. Rizhskaya
green paint. The chandeliers appear to
be more subtle echoes of Arbatskaya’s
excesses, as are the decorative grilles
covering the ventilation shafts. The
above-ground rotunda is a clear survivor
of earlier concepts but also stripped of
much of the excesses of the early 1950s.
The station is still harmonious, however,
and does not seem like a compromise. In
fact, the relative subtlety of décor allows
one to linger over the geometry of the
station itself.
Rizhskaya, named for the nearby
railway station from which trains depart
for the Latvian capital of Riga, is also an
example of the new modesty in architecture that emerged under Khrushchev.
Designed by Latvian architects, there
is no marble on the walls here but a
more modest facing of brightly colored
Latvian ceramics on the pylons instead.
The yellow-and-brown color scheme
has led some to refer to the station as
“Bacon and Eggs.” The brown portions

of the pylons are cut with simple reliefs
showing architecture and scenes of
Riga. These are so subtle that they can
be easily missed by the casual observer.
The ventilation covers and the edges of
the wooden benches, as well as the pylon
cornices, are ornamented in the national
Latvian style. The shift to more subtlety,
as well as less expensive materials, is
clear in these two stations.
Shortly after the opening of these
stations in 1958, metro construction
entered what is often called its sorokonozhka, or centipede, phase, named for the
rows of identical concrete columns that
were a key feature of stations built during
this period. Stations along the Orange
Line going northward from the center
offer good examples of this simpler,
standardized design, which was adopted
in the early 1960s and signals a dramatic
shift from one extreme to another, from
overwrought bombast to rapid, cheap
expansionism and dull utilitarianism.
While some of the stations built during
this period retain the marble and decoration of an earlier design era, many of
the stations built during this time differ
only in the color of their ceramic bathroom-style tile. Often, the lack of respect
given to their construction is reflected in
the neglect of their upkeep.
The mid to late 1970s saw new, innovative station designs begin to nudge the
bland centipedes aside, and by the 1980s
the Moscow metro was experiencing
a rebirth of sorts, adopting new motifs
and entering into an era of construction
that I refer to as “Space Communism,”
with many of the stations featuring sleek
space-age details or references to scientific achievement.
One excellent example from this
modern era is Mendeleyevskaya,
opened on December 31, 1988. This

station’s neoclassical marble floor and
walls clad in cloud-white Ural marble
seem to hearken back to the Stalinist era.
A bas-relief of the 19th-century Russian
chemist Dmitri Mendeleev anchors the
southern, blind end of the station, while
abstract circular panels depicting ostillograms line the tunnel walls near the
center. The main focal element of the
space, however, is a series of chandeliers
in the shape of atoms. The creator of the
periodic table, Mendeleev was the first
to understand that all of the elements
are part of an ordered scheme, and the
station is a tribute to this achievement.
Next month, we move to the modern
era of the Moscow metro, focusing on
stations constructed after the collapse of
the Soviet Union and on current plans
for expansion of the system. P

M. Mendeleyevskaya

M. VDNKh
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Crossing Borders

Germans in Russia

text Olga Mironenko
photos courtesy of the Mironenko family

O

f the many ethnic groups that the Russian people had
contact with throughout their history, it may be the
Germans with whom the relationship was the most intense.
Take a look at the cozy area around Baumanskaya metro
station in Moscow, leaf through a Russian-language
dictionary paying special attention to etymologies, or look up
the family origins of a multitude of political figures and men
of science throughout Russian history, and there’s little doubt
— German influence on Russian history and culture cannot
be underestimated.
Our history books devote quite a number of pages to
Germany, which graciously provided us with several rulers.
Consider that from the time of Peter the Great in the first
quarter of the 18th century up to the demise of the Romanov
Dynasty in 1917, only two emperors were actually Russian —
Peter himself and his daughter, Elizabeth. The last Romanov
tsar, Nicholas II, was only 1/28 Russian and largely of German
ancestry. And it is worth noting that even the full-blooded
Russian Peter the Great contributed to the bond between the
two nations: During his childhood in Moscow, Peter spent a lot
of time at Nemetskaya Sloboda, a German settlement near the
Kremlin, which was one of the influences that later inspired
him to bring about his famous Westernizing reforms.

Neighboring Ger man families toge

ther dur ing a celebration

However, this close relationship between
the two nations has never been simple. On the Russian side,
there were periods of great admiration and even adoration that
alternated with feelings of resentment and eagerness to blame
Russia’s problems on the “invaders.” Some Germans have
been praised, even canonized, like Fyodor Gaaz, while others,
such as ethnic Germans living in the Volga region on the eve
of World War II, were accused of treason and sent to Siberia.
These extremes aside, the German presence in Russia over the
24
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Erna Moor (right), Pete r Moor (fat
her), Lyudmila Moor
(daughter), Emma Moor (mother),
Vladimir Moor (brother)

centuries has been so voluminous that it comes
as little surprise to find out that your friend or neighbor is of
German origin and might even be in possession of a family
archive. Such was the case with me. I am the lucky heir to a
collection of faded, worn black-and-white photographs dating
back to the 1930s, made in Russia and signed in German. The
pictures came from my grandmother, who was a member of
the large ethnic German population
that settled near the Volga River in
Saratov. The German presence in that
area is immediately apparent through
the Lutheran churches and clearly
German architecture of the houses.
Today the churches and the villages
they served are silently deteriorating.
Though Saratov is hardly the only
German enclave in Russia, it was
once one of the largest. Starting in
the 10th century, German communities appeared in Astrakhan, Altai,
and Moscow. In the 18th century,
the already established practice of
inviting German scientists, diplomats, and artists to come to Russia
gained momentum, and many of
these people remained in Russia with
their families.
However, the most significant
wave of German immigration to
Russia took place a bit later. In
1763, Catherine the Great, who
was of entirely German ancestry,
proclaimed that foreigners were welcome in Russia and introduced incentives, such as exemption from taxes, to draw
them here and help them prosper. Catherine’s plan worked
— within a couple of years, some 8,000 German families had
arrived to settle in all corners of the vast Russian territory.
Communities grew rapidly in St. Petersburg, Siberia, Crimea
— even in faraway Uzbekistan, where German settlements
appeared a bit later. By 1913, there were nearly 2,400,000
ethnic Germans living on the territory of the Russian Empire,

Crossing Borders
with the largest community concentrated in the Volga
region, which would eventually enjoy the status of an
autonomous socialist republic.
There were, of course, less harmonious periods
for ethnic Germans living in Russia. As previously
mentioned, the advent of World War II brought suspicion of local Germans, who were evicted from their
homes in the Saratov region and exiled to Siberia.
In 1941 the German Autonomous Socialist Republic
ceased to exist. Upon relocation, all able-bodied males
of German origin were enlisted in the war effort and
sent to work in various parts of the country. When the
long-awaited victory came, their families, who had
remained in Siberia, were free to join their husbands
and fathers, which a great many of them did.
In the 1980s, German Chancellor Helmut Kohl invited
Russians of German extraction to return to their ancestors’ land, and many accepted the invitation. It is in part
for this reason that Russian can often be heard on the
streets of German cities.
As interesting as the history is, it’s even more fascinating for me to hear firsthand about what the life of a
German living in Russia was like back then and in what
way it might have been different. “There were just us Germans
there in Saratov,” recollects my grandmother, Erna Moor,
67, who no longer speaks German and goes by the Russian
name ‘Irina.’ “I was born shortly before the war started,” she
explains, “and when we were relocated to Siberia, there were
plenty of Russians there. We had to learn Russian.”
It was a bit complicated from the linguistic point of view,
though. Parents spoke to each other and to their children in
German, but the younger generation, who were now in school
with Russian kids, gave preference to Russian. “My parents
always spoke German, and we answered them in Russian,
although we always understood what they said

Families together: living in a commun
ity, it
was always important to maintain
good relation s with the neighbors

The eldest children in the family: Maria Moor
(right) and Robert Moor

perfectly well. We were just ashamed to speak our native
language in front of other people. They’d call us fascists or
discriminate against us in other ways, even though we’d
always been more than loyal.”
German families traditionally had many children, and it
takes my grandmother a while to count up her nine siblings.
The relationship between parents and their children was, likewise, somewhat different: “You could never disobey, you just
couldn’t. The father in the family was the ultimate truth, and
no arguments could ever be adduced to contradict that.”
Perhaps surprisingly, even during the atheistic Soviet era,
Germans always celebrated Christmas — both Christmases,
in fact: the Lutheran, which falls on December 25, and the
Orthodox, which they observed together with those Russians
who kept their religion. “Sure, we never advertised it. But we
put up our Christmas tree in time for the 24th of December
and kept it until the Orthodox Christmas was over.” Moreover,
Germans often gathered in their houses to read the Bible and
other books that had been brought from Germany.
Despite living among Russians, Germans managed to stick
to their traditions and beliefs. The ability to preserve these
strong connections may have been partly a function of their
communities, which were close-knit, closed to outsiders, and
very supportive of their members. “Only after the war was
well over did it become possible to even think of marrying
outside the German community. Before that, parents never
allowed this to happen,” my grandmother comments. And
I’ve discovered that there’s a great advantage of this withdrawal from the outside cultural environment: the many delicious recipes that my grandmother inherited as part of her
upbringing and will pass on to me. P
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Peter Kropotkin:
An Inspiration for London
and Moscow
text Ross Hunter

W

ith Russia’s history, direction,
and relations with the West
once more under review, the time is
ripe to celebrate one of the great revolutionary thinkers, one largely forgotten
in his native city of Moscow. He has
but a modest grave in Novodevichy
Cemetery, and the square and Moscow
metro station named for him are dominated by a dull statue of Friedrich
Engels. Nicknamed “the gentle anarchist prince,” Kropotkin was explorer,
geographer, exile, prison reformer,
critic of Darwinism, idealist, and writer.
Having lived in England for 28 seminal
years, where he befriended and influenced some of the 20th century’s greatest

minds, he was a model of good AngloRussian understanding. He wrote with
equal fluency in Russian, English, and
French, and deserves recognition as a
significant influence on radical British
as well as Russian thinking.
Well born in 1842, Peter Kropotkin
had a secure if joyless youth — very
unrevolutionary. His family could
trace their roots as nobles to before the
Romanov era, owning large estates with
1200 serfs near Moscow. He was thus
a prince, but never used nor sought
advantage from the title. Kindly, hospitable, and self-effacing, he is universally
described as sporting a magnificent
beard (see above) and with sparkling

Geoff Olsen
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eyes. As was common, he was sent to
St. Petersburg, first as cadet and then
officer. Quickly deciding that Siberia
was preferable to court life, he took
every chance to become an explorer,
covering an incredible 80,000 kilometers, mostly on horseback and all before
the railway reached the Russian east.
As geographer, he is credited with
key analyses of the topography of the
far east Amur region, working out
the lie of the land for the first time,
with important consequences for the
development of this mineral-rich area.
Later, he researched the glacial history
of northern Russia and Finland.
Kropotkin’s studies of the ecology
of the Arctic wilderness led him to
precisely the opposite conclusion of
Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution,
which had recently become popular,
and in 1902 he wrote, in English, the
first substantial critique of the new
orthodoxy of “social Darwinism.”
Working in the fecund, humid
tropics, Darwin and Alfred Russel
Wallace identified competition and
the survival of the fittest as the driving
force. Good biology maybe but dangerously applied to Victorian society as
social Darwinists sought to explain
and justify the gross inequalities of the
industrial age. Kropotkin observed that
in the unforgiving, thin environment of
the boreal regions, animals and people
do better by cooperating against the
elements rather than competing against
one another, leading to his conclusion
that “mutual aid is as much a law of
animal life as mutual struggle.”
He further found that in the remote
areas he studied, isolated communities
worked together and made the best of
their difficult circumstances — without
central direction or management by
the state. These experiences inspired
Kropotkin’s most famous work, Mutual
Aid, which became the gospel of anar-
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chist communism as a social model in
opposition to raw capitalism.
Gradually,
Kropotkin
became
first aware and eventually a leading
member of the dissident movement in
Russia. His political activities earned
him a sentence in a St. Petersburg
prison, which ended in a spectacular
and risky escape in June 1876. Prison
in Switzerland and France reinforced
his views on repressive authority and
helped forge his belief in the need for
non-violent, humane, and less centralized forms of government. His 1877
plea for decent treatment in prisons,
which he called “universities of crime,”
was decades ahead of its time.
Like many an exile, after extensive
travel across Europe, he ended up in
England 1886 in the midst of radical
debate across Western Europe. He
moved between London, the south
coast of England, and Switzerland,
endlessly torn between debate in the
city and clean country air for his prisonruined health. When not creating revolutionary theory, he wrote copiously,
undertook technical translations, and
contributed the definitive treatise on
Anarchism for the 1911 Encyclopaedia
Britannica.
Given Kropotkin’s belief that
brutality, unbending repression, and
inhumanity were the inevitable products of a centralized state, it is no coincidence that he was most impressed
with commune-based democracy in
Switzerland and with the self-help and
cooperative movements in England.
With the advent of the Russian
Revolution, Kropotkin approved of
soviets as giving the masses a voice but
was appalled to see them subordinated
to the direction of the Party. Like most

anarchists, he held that replacing one
autocracy with another, monarchy
or republic, solves nothing, and that
progress and justice for the working
people can grow only from local power,
cooperation, and equality. However,
since “anarchism” is a word tainted by
its association with bomb throwers, it
is important to emphasize that nonviolence was Kropotkin’s creed, every
bit as much as it was Jesus’, Tolstoy’s,
and Gandhi’s.
Kropotkin’s utopia shares much and
is linked with William Morris’ libertarian socialism, expressed in the Arts
& Crafts movement, Tolstoy’s Christian
pacifism, and other progressive
thought, including the development
of Kier Hardie’s British Labour Party
and the Fabian movement. Kropotkin
inspired many great minds, including
Oscar Wilde and George Bernard
Shaw. These famously hard-to-please
men wrote respectively of Kropotkin as
living a perfect life and being “amiable
to the point of saintliness.”
Kropotkin described an ideal revolution, diametrically opposed to what
the dictatorship of the Communist
Party actually produced. His model of
peaceful cooperation and development
without exploitation was probably
doomed to failure, as the meek will lose
to violent power-seekers, especially
in brutal pre- and post-revolutionary
Russia. He was among the first to warn
of the Bolsheviks’ authoritarianism and
violence, which guaranteed a resumption of state terror for the very people
whom the revolution was supposed
to help: “The Russian revolution is …
perpetrating horrors. It is ruining the
whole country. In its mad fury it is
annihilating human lives ... destroying

without regarding what it destroys and
whither it goes.”
He was equally sharp with the
Bolshevik leader, saying “Lenin is not
comparable to any revolutionary figure
in history. Revolutionaries have had
ideals. Lenin has none.” Never a man
to tolerate antithetical views, Lenin
was not amused, which may explain
the absence of memorials to Kropotkin
in Soviet Moscow. Still, Kropotkin’s
return to Russia in June 1917 had
attracted 60,000 to welcome him, far
more than met Lenin at the Finland
Station. Kropotkin, too, was firm to the
point of rigidity in his own views. His
denunciation of the affluent French left
as “anarchists du salon” well pre-dates
“champagne socialists” and “Islington
radicals.” For a Victorian, he could be
remarkably concise and pithy. He died
at Dmitrov, north of Moscow, in 1921,
and his funeral at Novodevichy is held
to be the last great gathering of the
anarchists.
Kropotkin was a prodigious writer
and thinker, developing a raft of ideas,
which link to create a powerful and
optimistic philosophy, a glimpse of a
better world, created from below and
within not imposed from above. Peter
Kropotkin is honored with a blue
plaque in south London. A museum to
him in Dmitrov was destroyed in 1937.
He deserves to be remembered better
in Moscow. P
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Scots in Russia, in War and in Peace
text Ian Mitchell

“I

gave the old lady a glowing account of the Scots in Russia
Best of all, they went to an underground cabaret club on
and the part the Bruces, the Gordons, the Hamiltons,
Okhotny Ryad called Podpolye. Though the revolution was
had played in building St. Petersburg and in winning Peter
already five months old, Lockhart writes that “the hall was
the Great’s battles. Had not a Learmonth — the very name of
crowded with bourgeois of the richer class. There was an
her house — provided Russia with her greatest poet?”
excellent stage, tables on the floor, and a row of boxes at the
These words were written by one of the most interesting
end. Prices were high, but there was champagne on every
of the many, many Scots who have come to Russia over the
table. We took a box and sat down to listen to a first-class
centuries, Sir Robert Bruce Lockhart. He was writing to his
entertainment such as only Russians can provide. It was here
grandmother to ask her for money. The year was 1915, and
that I heard for the fi rst time Vertinsky, a decadent young
Bruce Lockhart, who was British consul-general in Moscow,
genius, whose songs, written and sung by himself, expressed
was straining every nerve and his personal fi nances to
the disillusionment of the Russian intelligentsia. Vertinsky,
help keep Russian armies fighting Germany and Moscow
his face powdered a deathly white, sang with immense effect.
industrialists making arms for those armies. The memory
His songs reflected the mood of an anti-Bolshevik audience,
of Scottish-Russian contact in centuries past was just what
which had lost its soul and its morale. It was the song of a
the unconventional bureaucrat felt would coax help from his
class which had already abandoned all hope, a class which
aged relative.
would go almost to any length
Though Bruce Lockhart got
to avoid death by fighting.”
his money (when Whitehall
Later
that
summer,
Patrick Gordon commanded Russian armies
had refused it), his efforts
Lockhart was arrested on
against the Turks and the Tatars, Barclay
would ultimately be in vain.
suspicion of having been
de Tolly helped engineer Russia’s defeat of involved in the plot to murder
In the spring of 1918 he found
Napoleon, and Garry O’Connor plays for Lenin. He was condemned to
himself acting as special
British agent to the Bolshevik
death along with his accomLokomotiv Moscow.
government in Moscow,
plice, the famous British spy
doing what he could to frusSidney Reilly (thought to
trate German plans to milk the resources of Russia to bolster
be the model for Ian Fleming’s James Bond). Reilly went
the Kaiser’s by then faltering fighting machine. As before,
underground and escaped, while Lockhart was swapped for
this required entertaining: Anyone who wonders why the
a Russian spy in Britain, Maxim Litvinov, who went on to
Russians and the Scots have gotten along so well over the
become Soviet foreign minister and, during World War II,
centuries could do worse than to read Lockhart’s account of
ambassador to Washington.
how he enjoyed his last summer in Moscow included in his
The mutual national sympathy which Bruce Lockhart
1932 book, Memoirs of a British Agent.
wrote about to his grandmother had developed over centuHe describes how he and his fellow diplomats would go
ries. One of the fi rst Scots to devote his life to Russia was
out to Arkhangelskoye for elaborate picnics in the spring
Patrick Gordon, an Aberdeenshire soldier who helped
of 1918. Though “the peasants” had taken over Prince
Peter the Great seize the throne from his half-sister in 1689.
Yusupov’s land, they had not touched his house. On Sundays
Gordon had come to the tsar’s notice when he commanded
they attended the ballet, where everything was unchanged
Russian armies in the south against the Turks and Tatars.
except that now there were Communists sitting in the impeHis help in the bloody struggle within the Kremlin earned
rial box.
him Peter’s undying loyalty, to the extent that he was given

Alexander Vertinsky
Sidney Reilly

Field Marshal Prince
Barclay de Tolly
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command of Moscow when the tsar was away. Peter thought
so highly of Gordon that he sat with him on his deathbed
in 1699 and personally closed the old Scottish soldier’s eyes
after he expired.
Field Marshal Prince Barclay de Tolly, though born in
Riga, was descended from another old Aberdeenshire
family, in his case one which had had close contacts, both
trading and military, with the Baltic since the late Middle
Ages. De Tolly was the imperial war minister at the beginning of 1812, shortly before Napoleon’s invasion of Russia. It
was he who devised the policy of giving ground and maintaining an army in being, a strategy that eventually led to
Napoleon’s defeat. In 1815, he led the victorious Russian
Army into Paris.
On the marine side, perhaps the most distinguished Scot
in Russian history was Samuel Greig, born at Inverkeithing
in Fife in 1736, who became Catherine the Great’s most
successful naval commander. As a relatively junior officer,
he spearheaded the attack that destroyed the Turkish naval
forces at Chesma Bay in 1770 (helped by another Scot,
Lieutenant Drysdale). This was the greatest defeat the
Turkish navy had suffered since the battle of Lepanto 200
years earlier.
Greig was rewarded with promotion to admiral. By 1788,
he was in the Baltic commanding the fleet that defeated the
Swedes in one of the bloodiest battles in world naval history.
Greig’s exertions were such that he fell ill soon afterward
and died four months later in the then Russian port of
Reval, which is now the Estonian capital, Tallinn. But the
family’s contributions to Russia did not end there: Greig’s
son commanded the Russian Black Sea Fleet with distinction, infl icting more defeats on the Turks in the early 19th
century. His grandson became the imperial minister of
fi nance.
These are just a few items from a vast and fascinating
story. Now that war has been replaced by sport as a way in
which young men try to make their fortunes, it might be
appropriate to mention one of the most recent Scottish
exports to Russia, the great Hibs, or Hibernian Football
Club, striker Garry O’Connor. He transferred from Leith,
just across the Forth from Inverkeithing, to Moscow a year
ago to play for Lokomotiv Moscow. Most recently, he scored
the final goal, 15 seconds from the whistle, in Loko’s
surpise 4-0 defeat of Dinamo. What might happen if they
play the Turks? P

Patrick Gordon
Maxim Litvinov
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Russians in Cote d’Azur
text Piers Gladstone
photos Sveva Costa Sanseverino

B

efore the Russian Revolution in
1917, much of Russian royalty
and aristocracy followed the lead of
their English counterparts, spending
a great deal of time and money on the
Cote d’Azur. During and soon after the
revolution, the numbers of Russians
there swelled with refugees fleeing the
Bolsheviks. Many made their way to
Menton, a town on the French Riviera
near the Italian border where there
was an existing Russian community, complete with a sanatorium
called Maison Russe, a small Russian
Orthodox church, and a Russian cemetery high on a hill overlooking the town
and the Mediterranean Sea.
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“My father was born in 1888 at the
family property in the Pskov region,
south of Novgorod,” states Olga
Hautefeuille, the 85-year-old matriarch
of Menton’s Russian community, in
immaculate English, a picture of Tsar
Nicholas II sitting close by on the table
next to her. “It was a big property that
was given to my family, the Cherikoffs,
by the tsar in the middle of the 17th
century because a Cherikoff had been
successfully waging war in the Crimea
against the Tatars. A lot of noble people
served the emperor,” Olga explains
matter-of-factly, “either in the army or
in the administration of the land. It was
a tradition in Russia. My great-grand-

father was a general. My father was a
military man, an officer in the guard.”
In 1917, the October Revolution
ended Russia’s participation in World
War I and served as a catalyst for
civil war. “My father was in a German
prison camp somewhere near Prussia
for three years, until his release in
November 1918. He went straight down
to Sevastopol in southern Russia to join
the White Russian Army. Then, in early
1919, he was evacuated by an English
man-of-war to Malta, where he met
my mother who had also left in 1919.
They married in Malta and then came
back to Russia in the summer of 1919
thinking it wouldn’t last. They didn’t
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room and took a loan from a wealthy
Russian who lived in Menton and
bought the house that Olga still lives in.
They started a business making Russian
embroideries and handicrafts that in
time became a successful couture shop.
Others were not so fortunate, and those
who were destitute were housed in the
sanatorium, Maison Russe, or in cheap
hotels. Once wealthy women could be
seen pawning their family jewels while
their husbands struggled to find work.
“People were very courageous and
took any work they could get,” Olga
explains. “A friend of my father’s who
was a general in the Russian army was
looking after a zoo close to Nice.”
Olga was born in Menton in 1922,
giving her French citizenship and a
French passport. Nonetheless, she

Olga Hautefeuille, the matriarch
of the Russian community in Menton
think they were leaving forever.”
In 1920, Olga’s parents left their motherland for the last time, by boat from the
Black Sea port of Novorossiisk. After
some time in a British refugee camp on
a Greek island, Olga’s parents and their
newborn son were granted permission
to travel to Menton because they had
a relative there. “A sister-in-law of my
father’s had already settled in Menton.
She had a tea room. It was very modest,”
Olga says, giggling at the memory. “It
was called La Ferme Russe, but it was
rather exotic here. There were quite a lot
of English people living here and they
used to come and have tea there.”
Olga’s parents started work in the tea

lectuals. My grandmother was a medic
and my grandfather was a professor
of chemistry, and on my mother’s side
they were all priests.” His parents’
family icons and paintings are on the
walls, and the sideboards and shelves
are littered with matryoshka dolls and
other Russian handicrafts. Serge opens
a fi le and brings out old black-andwhite photos of his family.
“My father was studying in St.
Petersburg and was mobilized as a
young ensign in the White Russian
Army during the revolution. Of course,
when they were defeated, he fled. He
traveled with some friends down to
Turkey. How he got there, we never
knew because it was a black part of
his history that he never spoke about,”
Serge says without emotion. After

A pre-revolution family photograph brought from Russia by Serge Sozonoff ’s father
proudly states: “I consider myself to be
Russian.” That same year the Nansen
passport was introduced, giving the
stateless Russian refugees a passport
that was recognized by 52 countries. “It
was awfully difficult,” Olga recalls. “In
my father’s Nansen passport it stated,
‘Refugee of Russian origin.’ He had no
nationality. Just a refugee.”
Not all of the 1.4 million Russians who
fled the country, however, were counts
and countesses. “My family were not
aristocrats; they were middle-class,”
Serge Sozanoff explains in the living
room of his house high up on a hillside
overlooking the Mediterranean. “From
my father’s side they were mostly intel-

this journey, his father took a cargo
boat from Istanbul, disembarking in
Holland because, in Serge’s father’s
words, “it was clean and the sun was
shining.” He arrived with only what he
had in his pockets.
“My father always told us, ‘You have
to integrate yourself into a country,’”
Serge explains. “We had our Russian
culture, Russian friends, Easter and
other religious celebrations, but he was
very much against forming a ghetto
community.” Serge’s first language is
French and his children, unlike Olga’s
son, do not speak Russian. Although
they were baptized and married in
Menton’s Russian Orthodox church,
July 2008
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Serge says his children “were raised
French, so there are practically no
Russian traces anymore.”
The Sozanoff dinner table is, however,
one place where the Russian tradition is
still strong. “Serge’s parents lived with
us for several years, and his mother
tried to keep the traditions,” Serge’s
wife, Marina, says. “My mother-inlaw taught me all the recipes and I
try to continue.” Judging by Serge’s
enthusiastic reaction, it seems that
Marina has done her mother-in-law
proud. “Yes, we have borsch, pirozhki
and pelmeni, but there is one meal I
particularly like: kasha and lamb. My
sons are not particularly keen on the
kasha though,” he adds with a chuckle.
“Sometimes we cook Russian food for
friends because you cannot eat such
food in restaurants here, but usually
we eat Russian food and drink vodka

candles to the members of the congregation. “The church is very important
because it’s where people meet,” she
says. “It is where we gather, where we
get to know each other. When we have
someone new, we ask them if they are
here for a short time or are if they are
living here.” The church is small, its
walls covered with icons, the air heavy
with incense. At the end of the lengthy
service, Father Milanko, the church’s
Serbian priest, hands out Serge’s
painted eggs with three kisses to the
18 people in the congregation. “Before,
this church was full, but now most of
the people are dead,” says Serge sadly.
As a French citizen and a teacher of
Russian, Olga was able to go to Moscow
for the first time in 1960. “I was terribly
excited!” she says with a gleeful laugh.
“My father wasn’t pleased. ‘Why do you
want to go there now, to that country?’

The Russian cemetery overlooking the town of Menton

for special events in the calendar like
Post [Lent].”
As the most important date in the
Russian Orthodox calendar, Easter
is celebrated annually in Menton’s
Russian church. The day before, Serge
can be found in his garden bending
over a table with a mountain of hardboiled eggs. “This is my job,” Serge says
gesturing to the table, “to paint 100
eggs all different colors every year. It’s
terrible! I remember painting the eggs
as a child. We paint ‘XB’ on the eggs,
which in Russian stands for ‘Christos
Voskrese,’ Christ is Risen.”
At the Easter Mass, Olga Hautefeuille
stands behind a counter handing out
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he said. Well, I wanted to know Russia
very much. He wouldn’t go. Of course,
when I returned he asked questions,”
she recalls with affection.
On arrival in Moscow, Olga wrote a
letter to an aunt who was still living in
Leningrad and asked her to come meet
her. After a week’s agonizing wait with
no answer, Olga sent a telegram. “She
telephoned to say she had been queuing
the whole night to get her ticket to
Moscow and would come to my hotel.
I was very excited, but of course I was
afraid, afraid for her.” Olga pauses and
smiles fondly before continuing. “I saw
her in the revolving door and recognized her because of her eyes. She said,

‘If I was going to be shot tomorrow, I
would still have come to meet you.’ It
was like that at the time. They were
afraid.”
The collapse of the Soviet Union
in 1991 gave Olga the opportunity to
finally visit her family estate. “The
house had been burned in 1920, that
I knew. Stupid!” Olga says angrily.
“Instead of using it for something
else, they burned the whole place.
Pff f… terrible!” Nevertheless, Olga’s
return was a happy one because of how
she was received by the people who
were living and working on the land.
“They shouted, ‘Barynya priyekhala
[The mistress has come]!’ They were
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Serge Sozonoff painting eggs in preparation for Easter
very pleased to see me and to hear the
history of the place. They were awfully
nice to me, and I wanted to stay.”
The year 1991 also provided a watershed moment for those living in Russia.
“Menton is a bit of a pilgrimage for
some Russians,” Olga explains with
delight. “The other day I was in church
and met a lady who said she had come
from Russia especially to go to the grave
of the Grand Duke Alexander. She had
just read his memoirs in Russia. People
are very interested and now Russians
come and leave flowers. Before they
didn’t know anything. It was a complete
blackout. And now they know, and
want to know more. They ask, ‘How

did it happen? How did you manage
to live?’ These are normal people, not
the nouveaux riches who buy villas in
Cap d’Antibes or Monte Carlo — just
normal people who can afford a trip
to France for a week or two. We mix
easily, but it’s not the same, of course.
They haven’t got the same education.
But still, it is so pleasant to see Russian
people, to know from them how it was,
how it is.”
Although today in Menton the direct
connection with the Russian past has
nearly reached its natural end, there are
signs that this cultural tradition will
continue. “There is no one left from the
generation of my parents,” Olga says.

“Now we have a lot of new Russians. I
don’t mean the sort with a lot of money,
but the wives of Italian or French men
who have recently arrived.”
Like Olga Hautefeuille, Olga Maes,
who is originally from Belorussia,
married a Frenchman. The couple are
the proud parents of a newborn, whom
they bring to Serge Sozanoff ’s Easter
Sunday lunch. For Olga Maes, like
many other Russian newcomers to the
Cote d’Azur past and present, the
church is a way both to integrate into
the Menton community and to connect
with their homeland, helping to
continue this centuries-old tradition of
Russians on the Cote d’Azur. P
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Viktoria Savvateeva:
Her Main Aim...
interview Anna Kulyagina
photos Konstantin Provorov

As little girls, many of us loved to make clothes for our favorite dolls, sewing shirts,
dresses, even underwear. But how many of us grew up to become clothing designers?
Meet one little girl who did. Viktoria Savvateeva started as a theatrical costume designer and then became a stylist for Russian MTV. In 2001, she distinguished herself
from the crowd of aspiring young designers with her own clothing label, MainAim.
Was it hard to start your own business?
It is hard when you don’t know what you want to do, but I
knew exactly. In high school, we had a sketch comedy group
that needed costumes for a performance, so I made them. It
was then that I knew this was what I really wanted to do. I
studied design at the Moscow Technological Institute, and
then I worked in television. That was where I really learned
a lot. Not only did I meet people who would later become my
clients, but I learned about business. After a few years, though,
it got boring and routine, so in 2001 I started MainAim.
So far, you’ve created eight different collections. Is it difficult to keep coming up with something new while retaining
a consistently recognizable style?
Ideas for the next collection come when you are working on
the current one. One idea might end up as a motif that carries
34
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through the entire collection, while another might be used in
a single dress. I can come up with new ideas while listening to
music or looking at art.
This was the case with my autumn/winter 2008-2009 collection, which is inspired by the work of Henri de ToulouseLautrec. Partway through the design process, I learned that a
Lautrec exhibit was opening at the Tretyakov Gallery here in
Moscow. That added to my inspiration, of course!
I suppose like most designers I have a signature style that is
reflected in all my designs, regardless of the collection. Even
the most diverse of my creations share a recognizable style
that identifies them all as my work.
Why Toulouse-Lautrec?
Well, I think a lot of young girls feel an attraction to Paris
— this was certainly true of me — imagining themselves at

collection autumn/winter 2008/09
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the Eiffel Tower or strolling through the Place Blanche, dining
at a restaurant with a nighttime view of the illuminated city.
It’s just so romantic.
And of course, I’m in love with Lautrec’s art. He uses
so much light and is clearly inspired by the female form.
He loved his subjects — many of whom came from the
seamier walks of life — and conveyed their beauty in honest
depictions, without idealizing them or resorting to false
glamour.
What do you think makes people like designer clothes?
It is originality that appeals to people. Clothing reflects the
mindset and outlook of the wearer. And if people find your
clothes interesting, then you are successful. I like what I do.
I like when women wear what I create and look forward to
seeing what my new collection will be.

Would you like to work in one of the big design houses?
Yes, I would, in the future. To see how they work and to feel
the atmosphere there.
Would that be easier than having your own label?
Well, now I work for myself. I have marketing directors and
PR managers, but it is my trademark and I make the decisions. Sometimes not everyone agrees with them. For me the
creative process is paramount, but sometimes there are business considerations that are at odds with this. It is not simply
all about what I want to design. I have to think carefully about
who might want to wear my clothes. P

For more about the designs of Viktoria Savvateeva,
visit www.mainaim.ru
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Quota Fulfilled:
Migration Policy or Barrier to
text Timur Beslangurov

O

n May 26, 2008, the Federal Migration Service of the
Russian Federation stopped accepting applications for
work permits because the year’s quota of work permits for
Moscow had been met. Thousands of foreign nationals had
to leave Moscow because their work visas had expired and
could not be renewed or extended. Now Russian nationals
and expats alike are left wondering how to interpret the move:
Is it the government’s somewhat ham-fisted effort to tighten
migration policy, or is it a signal that foreign investments are
no longer welcome?
Every country tries to strike a balance in its migration
policy between two major goals: The need to sustain economic
growth by allowing foreign workers into the country and the
need to regulate the inflow of foreign nationals so as to minimize the problems that can attend large influxes of workers
from abroad (e.g., tensions between citizens and immigrants,
protection of jobs for locals, taxation, etc.).
Russia is no exception. In 2007 Russia attracted more foreign
immigrants than even the United States, and that is according
to official statistics. If we consider illegal immigration, the
number of foreigners residing in Russia is dramatically higher
— some sources say around 10-12 percent of the country’s
total population. For the most part, these people are unskilled
workers originating in Soviet successor states and developing
countries in Asia (such as China and Vietnam).
However, I would like to focus here on the policy regarding
employment of highly qualified foreign personnel in the
country. Russia’s significant economic growth has attracted
foreign companies to do business and invest here. As a result,
Russia — and Moscow in particular — is home to a significant
number of foreign employees of multinational corporations, a
population that can be divided into three major groups:
1. Intracompany transferees — top management sent to
Russia to work in branch and representative offices. Legally
speaking, they are employed by their head offices, located
outside of Russia.
2. Foreign employees of the Russian daughter companies of
multinational corporations. Legally, members of this group
are employed by local Russian daughter companies.
3. Foreign entrepreneurs that have come to Russia because
they see the country’s potential.
In light of the goals of the government’s migration policy, it is
not entirely clear why the authorities should be targeting highlevel foreign employees. The reality may be that the newness
of Russian immigration legislation makes for many loopholes
and inconsistencies, and it is these, rather than a conscious
anti-foreigner policy, that end up causing great difficulties for
foreign investors doing business here in Russia.
The biggest problem is that Russian legislation does not
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distinguish among the various groups of foreign workers,
using the same approach for unskilled workers who came to
Russia seeking jobs as for highly qualified employees sent to
Russian offices of multinational corporations.
Regardless of the reasons, there are several chief difficulties that foreign investors and their employees face. The first
is the newly enforced rule requiring a company to submit by
May 1 an application in expectation of foreign employees to
be working in Russia the following year. The application must
include the number, positions, and citizenship of all these
employees, information that is difficult to know seven months
in advance. If any of the submitted data changes, then the
company must file amendments to the original application.
But even the submission of a timely, accurate application
that receives the approval of the authorities gives no guarantee that a company will receive work papers for its foreign
employees. For example, if the quota is met — as occurred on
May 26, 2008 — then no work permits will be issued even to
those organized, foresighted early birds who followed all the
rules. This absolutely absurd situation begs the question of
why these quotas are necessary in the first place.
To compound the absurdity, there is a “reserve quota” of 30
percent of the regular annual quota for 2008. But since the
mechanism for activating this reserve is not automatic, there
is a period — after the regular quota has been fulfilled and
before the reserve quota is accessible — when no visa applica-
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Investment?
tions are accepted. This can cause significant difficulties for
foreigners whose visas expire in the interim.
Moreover, the early deadline for the application presents
a problem for new companies that did not even exist on the
Russian market at the time the application had to be submitted.
This makes it nearly impossible for corporations about to enter
the Russian market to assign foreign nationals to their planned
Russian offices, which, in turn, creates a significant barrier to
foreign investment in Russia.
As mentioned above, Russian migration legislation does not
differentiate among various types of foreign employees. This
becomes significant for migration policy when protectionism
arguments are invoked. For example, intracompany transferees are not employed by a Russian company and do not take
jobs from Russian citizens. Instead, they are assignees sent to
work here and cannot be replaced by Russian citizens once the
company’s business operations in Russia have commenced.
In addition, maintaining expatriate employees in Russia is
a big expense for foreign companies. Thus they rely on foreign
employees only when they must and would doubtless prefer to
train Russian specialists as quickly as possible to replace their
expensive foreign personnel.
Foreign individual investors such as entrepreneurs are also
in a tough situation. With a certain amount of investment
in Russia, they are formally eligible to receive a temporary
residency permit. Yet while the law stipulating this investment option as a basis for residency eligibility was introduced
in 2002, the decree stating the exact amount of investment
required has yet to be adopted. Moreover, temporary residency
status makes it difficult to travel abroad, as temporary residents

must apply for an exit visa each time they leave the country.
Secondment schemes are not considered by Russian immigration legislation to be grounds for a work permit, which
creates difficulties for daughter companies of foreign corporations doing business in Russia.
New rules requiring foreign nationals to register their presence in Russia are nightmarish. Given the frequency of business travel, it is nearly impossible to comply with the rule
demanding that foreigners register within three working days
of arrival.
Apart from this tight timeframe, there are other significant
practical difficulties with registration. For example, according
to law, arriving foreigners may register through the post office
or in person at the district migration office (OVIR). Yet some
branches of OVIR have been ignoring registration documents
received by mail, accepting only those that are submitted in
person. In addition, some offices are demanding that foreigners
produce documents other than those stipulated by law. Foreign
companies find themselves incurring additional expenses in
order to comply with the unlawful demands of local immigration authorities.
Last year, the positive step was taken to allow representative
and branch offices of foreign companies to apply for the right to
issue visas and letters of invitation directly — that is, without
having to go through a third-party institution or agency as was
previously required. But as it turned out, this “convenience”
covered work visas only and did not include business visas, a
limitation that simply pushed companies to resort to illegal
means of obtaining business invitations.
All that said, even though it looks at first blush a lot like Russia
is erecting barriers to foreign investment, I maintain that the
problem is a function of unrefined migration policy and not
hostility to foreigners. If that is, in fact, the case, then a relatively simple strategy can help address the problem: When we
talk about unskilled workers, migration policy considerations
should take precedence. When discussing the highly qualified
employees of foreign companies and foreign individual investors, then investment climate and foreign investments should
be the key factors.
Otherwise, migration policy, or the absence of a well-balanced
and differentiated migration policy, becomes a barrier to foreign
investment in Russia’s economy. Certainly, employment of
highly qualified workers must be regulated by the Federal
Migration Service and other authorities, as it is in other countries. But this regulation requires a more finely tuned approach
that has the flexibility to shift the balance between the “migration” and “investment” priorities when necessary. P
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Marine Façade: Europe’s Gangplank into Russia
text James Brooke
photos courtesy Marine Façade Group

O

ne day in early September, a whitehulled cruise ship is to sail up the
Gulf of Finland, pass the Kronstadt
Fortress, and tie up at a brand-new berth
at Marine Façade — St. Petersburg’s
answer to the Port of Miami.
As the city of Peter the Great embraces
the Love Boat generation, Russia is
building its first modern cruise ship
terminal. By 2010, there will be seven
berths — enough to handle up to 1.5
million cruise and ferry passengers
each season, more than four times the
number that came to St. Petersburg by
boat last summer.
“When Marine Façade is opened,
it will be the largest dedicated cruise
port of call in the world,” said Mark
Ittel, a partner with Bermello Ajamil &
Partners, a Miami-based architectural
firm that designs cruise ports around
the world.
Europe’s new gateway to Russia is to
offer bayside hotels with 2,000 rooms,
a convention center, apartments for
35,000 people, shopping, entertainment and office complexes, two metro
stations, and a high-speed highway
to whisk visitors to St. Petersburg’s
airports. Like many mega construction
projects in contemporary Russia, the
completion date has been set for that
magic deadline year, 2020.
“Two years ago, this was all water,”

Elena Stont, deputy director of business
relations for Terra Nova ZAO, the land
reclamation company for the project,
said last May while walking a flat,
windswept expanse of brown sand that
extended to the new concrete wharves.
Later, her four-wheel drive utility
vehicle jolted over a sand track, passing
the steel shell of the future cruise ship
terminal.
Nearby, pipes pumped a sand slurry
mix, steadily expanding the 150-acre
landfi ll. Plans call for creating a total of
1,000 acres by fi lling in shallow waters
on the western edge of Vasilievsky
Island, the main island in the Neva River
Delta. Noting that this is three times
larger than London’s Canary Wharf or
Hamburg’s HafenCity, Russian planners say that Marine Façade is the
biggest waterfront development project
in Europe today.
Confounding skeptics, the project
is moving ahead. The Dutch company
VanOord is on schedule to complete
one third of the total landfi ll by the
end of next year. In June, Russia’s PIK
Group announced plans to spend over
$3 billion to build more than 1 million
square meters of housing on 140 acres
of land PIK is acquiring on the southern
section of Marine Façade. On a clear
day, some apartment dwellers and hotel
guests will be able to see Finland.

“Residents will face the sea or the
green ring,” Ms. Stont said, referring
to a green belt that is to either cover or
border the access highway.
In May, Sberbank Northwest agreed
to extend a $170 million credit line to
finance a river port that will shuttle
visitors from the cruise ship port to
St. Petersburg’s historic core. A publicprivate partnership, Marine Façade
expects to draw over $1.2 billion in
private investment.
Construction is underway on the
Western High Speed Diameter, a $9
billion toll highway that is to connect
the northern and southern ends of
the KAD, St. Petersburg’s horseshoeshaped ring road. This October, the
first 2-mile stretch is to open for traffic,
and the 29-mile highway is tentatively
scheduled for completion by 2014. In
June, a $10 billion tender for building
the rest of the highway was won by
billionaire Oleg Deripaska’s Basic
Element company in a consortium
that includes Austria’s Strabag SE and
France’s Bouygues SA.
Built to carry 120,000 vehicles a day,
the highway will run through Marine
Façade in a half barrel trench designed
to minimize noise and improve
esthetics. Three exits will serve the
new development, easing overall
access to Vasilievsky Island. Only four
Marine Façade’s financial center, linked to
St. Petersburg’s mainland by a suspension
bridge and new north-south highway.
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miles at the most from downtown St.
Petersburg, this fast-growing island
suburb of 200,000 residents has long
been seen scenic but inaccessible.
The new highway will also allow
road travel to the mainland around the
clock. The two highway bridges over
the Neva are to be built high enough for
river traffic to pass below unimpeded.
Visitors may enjoy the romance of the
pre-dawn raising of the bridges over the
Neva, but executives of international
hotel chains have avoided Vasilievsky
Island partly because of unease about
the lack of 24-hour access to hospitals,
airports, and food deliveries.
“It will be 15 minutes from here to
Pulkovo Airport,” Lev Pucshansky,
vice president of the Marine Façade
Management Company, said tracing
his finger down a map of the planned
waterfront complex. At present, the
drive from the western end of the island
takes from 40 minutes to 2 hours,
depending on traffic.
If St. Petersburg is Russia’s window
on Europe, Marine Façade will be
Europe’s gangplank into Russia.
As Europe’s population ages, cruises
are becoming increasingly popular,
and cruise season now stretches for
six months, with a peak period of
mid-May through early September.
Passenger volumes for summer cruises
on the Baltic Sea have been increasing
by about 10-15 percent per year, and
surveys indicate that large numbers of
Europeans want to visit St. Petersburg,
a city of canals and palaces that is often
called “The Venice of the North.”
“St. Petersburg is the marquee desti-

Around the globe, cities are upgrading
their ports to draw more cruise tourism
business. In August, Shanghai plans
to open a $100 million cruise ship
terminal near that city’s historic Bund
district. In 2010, Singapore plans to
follow suit with an expanded cruise
terminal. Hong Kong is to open a new
terminal in 2012.
In St. Petersburg, long Russia’s main
port, large cruise ships now dock in the
cargo port. Some moor at the mouth of
the Neva. Smaller cruise ships tie up at
the English Embankment, a short walk
from the Admiralty and the Hermitage,
a practice that will continue with the
new cruise ship port.
In recent years, local officials debated
building a cruise terminal at Kronstadt
or at Lomonosov, the commercial port
about 30 miles west of St. Petersburg.
But cruise companies want their
passengers to have direct, easy access to
city centers.
When completed in 2010, the new
port will have seven berths — five for
cruise ships and two for ferries. The
maximum ship length will be almost
1,000 feet. The new port is expected to
help revive ferry service from Finland,
the Baltics, and Germany. With 4.7
million people, St. Petersburg is
Europe’s fourth-largest city, but Russia’s
cumbersome visa regulations have been
faulted with preventing operators from
creating regular ferry service from
Helsinki and Tallinn.
With ice-class vessels and a simplified
visa regime, St. Petersburg could draw
up to 1.5 million ferry passengers from
northern Europe each year, Mr. Ittel

Marine Façade’s financial center

Marine Façade’s seven-berth port will be
able to handle 12,000 people a day

nation for Baltic cruises,” Ittel, who is
working on the St. Petersburg project,
said from Miami. “In St. Petersburg
now 98 percent of all ships stay overnight. There are very few other cruise
destinations in the world where that
occurs.”

estimated. The new port is designed to
handle 12,000 passengers a day.
Beyond the port, there is to be 4
million square meters of real estate
development, roughly half for residences and half for offices, hotels,
retail, and a convention center with

a 5,000-seat concert hall. The shopping and entertainment areas are to be
completed by 2012.
Most of the office construction is
to be on a newly created island in the
northern section of the project. This is
the final phase, scheduled for completion in 2020. With enough office space
for 50,000 workers, this business island
could directly compete with Okhta
Center, the office tower complex that
Gazpromneft plans to build closer to
the historic center.
But skeptics say there is not enough
office demand in St. Petersburg for
both projects to be successful. “I am
not sure the city can support two financial centers,” Vladimir Frolov, editor of
Project Baltia, a St. Petersburg-based
bilingual architectural review magazine, said in an interview.
The Union of Architects of St. Petersburg has recommended that Gazprom
consider Marine Façade as an alternative
to the Okhta site. They fear that construction of a quarter-mile high tower on the
Okhta site will mar the 18th-century
skyline of the city’s historic center.
Marine Façade planners say they
would welcome the Gazprom tower on
their site. They may also be gambling
that as Moscow grows ever larger,
Russia’s federal government, currently
dominated by St. Petersburg natives,
may order the relocation of more federal
agencies to St. Petersburg. In May the
Constitutional Court completed its
move from Moscow and started work
in St. Petersburg. Now, the navy is to
follow suit, returning to its historic
home on the Neva. P

The site of the future Marine Façade

For more information on Marine
Façade, visit www.mfspb.ru
James Brooke is director of external
relations for Jones Lang LaSalle in Moscow.
Contact him at James.Brooke@eu.jll.com
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Windows on the World
text and photos Charles W. Borden

K

evin Zraly was the first wine
steward and wine director of what
was one of Manhattan’s top restaurants,
Windows on the World. The restaurant,
with its 50,000-bottle cellar atop the
North Tower of the World Trade Center,
disappeared forever on September 11,
2001. During Zraly’s years there and
since, he has instructed more than
18,000 students in his famous Windows
on the World Complete Wine Course,
and his book by that title is America’s
top-selling wine edition. His semiannual wine course in New York, which
costs $995 and gives students the opportunity to taste $4,000 worth of wine, is
always sold out.
Two regular Knights of the Vine, Kim
and Jim Balaschak, invited me to the
first session of a Windows on the World
Complete Wine Course at their Moscow
home. This would be a serious wine
event; each of the guests had ordered a
copy of the Zraly book and was prepped
to cover the first chapter, French white
wines. All had been instructed by
Kim to eat light beforehand and avoid
perfumes and cologne. Jim found each
of Zraly’s suggested wines, which were
displayed as we gathered around a
large table laden with assorted glasses
and light snacks. One of the cheeses

was Adygeysky, named for the autonomous republic of Adygea, located in
the Krasnodar region in the south of
Russia. This light, soft white cheese
(which makes a good substitute for
paneer in Indian food) was a surprisingly good, neutral accompaniment for
wine tasting.
The first stop was Alsace, with a
Riesling from Maison F.E. Trimbach,
one of France’s oldest wineries, founded
in 1626. Alsace is located in northeast France adjacent to Germany,
and the dry Riesling demonstrated
the neighbor’s influence. Other good
Alsace wines, traditionally served in
a glass with a green stem, are made
from Gewürztraminer, Pinot Gris,
and Muscat d’Alsace grapes. While the
Trimbach Riesling was light, fruity,
and very pleasant, guests noted that it
lacked the “sweet” character of Rhine
Rieslings.
We next headed west to the Loire
Valley, south and west of Paris, an
area noted for its fruity and complex
Sauvignon Blanc and Chenin Blanc
wines. However, the first wine was a
simple Muscadet, made with Melon de
Bourgogne grapes. The name is derived
from this wine’s slightly musky taste,
though it is also noted for its citrusy

Betsy and Kim studying the map of
wine regions

More, please

Comparing opinions

This is a good time
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character, a good accompaniment to
shellfish.
Vouvray, which is one of my favorite
whites, is hard to find in Moscow.
Our third wine, a Vouvray from Marc
Brédif of Chinon, is one of the few available in Moscow and hence on many
Moscow wine lists. The 2006 vintage
example we tried carries a score of 88
in Wine Spectator, which described it as
“generous, with medium-weight notes
of fig, quince, and lime followed by a
mouthwatering finish.”
Next, south to the Graves, one of
the first vineyard areas of Bordeaux.
The white we tried came from Chateau
Carbonnieux, a 14th-century building
constructed by Benedictine monks who
planted the first vineyards on the site.
White wines of Bordeaux are normally
blends of Semillion and Sauvignon
Blanc grapes, and this 2004 was a representative, if somewhat soft and unfocused example.
The
remaining
wines
were
Burgundies, which are almost exclusively produced from Chardonnay
grapes. The Burgundy region stretches
from just north of Lyon in southeastern
France north to Dijon. Many Burgundy
wines are sold under the label of a “negociant,” who purchases grapes and wines
from local growers and then blends and
bottles finished wines. Wines sold by
grower/producers carry the designation
“domaine,” and such wines are labeled
“mis en bouteille au domaine.”
The first Burgundy was a simple
Chardonnay from Domaine Roulot in
the Côte de Beaune district in the heart
Burgundy. This wine was a good expression of the grape, with familiar oak.
The second wine was a very pleasant
Premier Cru from Chablis, a district
that lies about 150 kilometers north of
Beaune. Chablis is know for its crispy
white wines, graded up from the simple
Petite Chablis, to wines selected from
around the district labeled Chablis, and
then to the Premier Cru and top Grand
Cru vineyards.
The next flight consisted of wines from
areas considered by many to produce
the world’s best white wines, Meursault
and Montrachet in Côte de Beaune.
Unfortunately, the first wine, Olivier
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Leflaive Meursault Casses-Têtes 2001,
was fairly oxidized. A Meursault this
young should still be drinkable, which led
to speculation about the handling of the
wine, sometimes a problem with bottles
sold in Moscow where transportation
and storage conditions can be uncertain.
Then to the final and top wines
of the night, a Louis Latour Puligny
Montrachet 2005 and an Antonin
Guyon Corton Charlemagne 2004, both
just ready to drink or cellar well into
Barack Obama’s second term. These
drew cheers from the guests and the
evening’s highest scores. The first is
described by Wine Spectator as “ripe and
bursting with apple, peach, and melon
notes … Juicy and mouthfilling with a
touch of oak on the finish,” and given
an 88. Domain Antonin Guyon owns
just 1.37 acres of south-facing vineyards
of Corton Charlemagne, one of the top
Grand Crus, and its grapes are handharvested, carried to the winery in small
boxes, and sorted before fermentation in
oak and 18 months of oak-barrel aging.
At this point we had the opportunity
to enjoy Kim’s considerable kitchen
skills with two recipes from Le Cordon
Bleu at Home — Gratin de Langoustines
and Poulet Sauté al Grecque — before
finishing with a 2001 Sauternes from
Chateau Lamothe-Guignard. This
chateau, which dates back to the 8th
century, grows mostly Semillion grapes
with small amounts of Sauvignon Blanc
and Muscadelle. Sauternes is France’s
signature dessert wine, produced from
grapes that have been attacked by
botrytis mold just before harvest, which
concentrates the juice and flavors. Now
we are ready for Lesson 2. P

Host Jim Balaschak doling out wine to (l to r) Kim Balaschak, Chris
Einchcomb, Olga Hegner, Bun Einchcomb, and Bruno Hegner

Now, I would give this a four...
Ortega Easy Rating System

Knights of the Vine
Kim & Jim Balaschak
Betsy & Brad Steer
Debbie & Richard Leturno
Olga & Bruno Hegner
Bun & Chris Einchcomb
John Ortega
Charles Borden

French White Wines

I love this wine!

5 pts.

I really like this wine!

4 pts.

Th is wine is good!

3 pts.

Th is wine is not that good!

2 pts.

I don’t really care for this wine!

1 pt.

Price (rubles)

Price (USD)

Rating

1

Trimbach Riesling 2005 (Alsace)

1,075r.

$44

3.42

2

Muscadet 2006

560r.

$23

3.42

3

Marc Brédif Vouvray 2006 (Loire)

974r.

$40

3.38

4

Chateau Carbonnieux Bordeaux 2004 (Graves)

3,674r.

$150

3.52

5

Roulot Meursault 2001 (Côte de Beaune)

1,340r.

$55

2.63

6

Vaillons Chablis Premier Cru 2006

1,971r.

$80

3.60

7

Olivier Leflaive Meursault Casses-Têtes Meursault 2001

2,738r.

$112

2.56

8

Louis Latour Puligny Montrachet 2005

3,241r.

$132

3.20

9

Antonin Guyon Corton Charlemagne Grand Cru 2004

6,349r.

$259

4.42

10

Lamot Guignard Sauternes 2001

1,921r.

$78

4.20
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Canadian Riches
text Charles Borden
photos Konstantin Provorov

T

he cork on the bottle of Dan
Aykroyd wine, produced at Lakeview Cellars on Canada’s Niagara peninsula, is branded “Made from 100% Snob
Free Grapes.” Jokes aside, Aykroyd’s
Vidal Icewine won the 2008 Wine of the
Year at the Ontario wine awards. We had
a chance to try this award winner and
many other Canadian icewines recently
at the Canadian Embassy, hosted by
Ambassador Ralph Lysyshyn, and courtesy of wannabe importer VinoCanada
and its representative Phil Cheevers.
Canadian icewines have become the
rage in recent years, and the Niagara
Peninsula is the principal source,
though icewine is also produced in the
Okanagan Valley in British Columbia.
Icewine is said to have its origins in
18th-century Germany as Eiswein,
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produced when a winemaker sought to
salvage a wine from grapes frozen in
the vineyard.
The combination of the late harvest
of grapes after a deep freeze and quick
pressing while frozen serves to concentrate the sugars in the must. Canadian
standards call for a very high sugar
level of 32 degrees of brix (a measure
of sugar concentration — still wine
grapes normally are harvested at 21 to
25 brix). At a harvest temperature of
under -8 degrees Celsius, the grapes
are “hard as marbles,” but the rules
require pressing while frozen. Water
is extracted as ice crystals leaving the
concentrated flavored juice. A fi nished
Canadian icewine will have at least
100 grams of sugar per liter.
The wines we tried were all from

Ontario, which means the Niagara
Peninsula, west of Niagara Falls, where
the long escarpment that produced the
falls also shelters the vineyards from fall
and winter’s worst. Vidal is the grape of
choice in this area, though we also tried
icewines made from Riesling, Syrah, and
Cabernet Franc. Vidal Blanc is a French
hybrid that has long thrived in Canada.
We finished the evening with a sparkling icewine and a pair of apple icewines. Wineries represented included
Reif Estate, Pillitteri Estate, Vinland
Estates, and Lakeview. Very rich and
complex, Canadian icewines will also
be expensive when they hit the Moscow
shelves — they retail around the world
priced at USD 100 and up for a .375 liter
bottle. Expect well above that in
Moscow. P
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Natalia Zorina

Bruce Gardener

James and Kim Balaschak

Geoffrey Cox, John Ortega, Patrick O’Dolan

Laura Bridge

Elena Baldanova, Peter Pettibone

Ralph Lysyshyn, Ambassador
of Canada in Russia
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Square White
text Charles W. Borden
photos Sergei Koshkin

C

arré Blanc has the distinction of
being Moscow’s only real, and, not
only for that reason, greatest French
restaurant. The dearth of French restaurants in Moscow is surprising, given
the city’s vibrant restaurant culture
and the country’s historical relationship with France. After all, French was
practically the official language of the
Russian aristocracy, and Russia was the
largest export market for Champagne
in the 19th century.
When it opened in 2001, Carré Blanc
was a leader of the trend toward chic
restaurants with rich, expat chef-driven
cuisine, and today it is a survivor in
an increasingly competitive market.
Owners include expats Bruce Gardner
and Martin Achatz. Chef Eric Le
Provos (above), who was on hand for the
opening, recently returned after a spell
at another Moscow restaurant.
Carré Blanc is located about 500 meters
east of Novoslobodskaya Ulitsa and about
a kilometer north of the Garden Ring. In
addition to a large and luxurious formal
dining area, the restaurant has a separate
bar and bistro, which draws a late-night
crowd. In summer, there is a spacious
terrace behind the building.
The menu boldly displays each French
entry with Russian and English translation underneath, and it was refreshing
to see the strictly traditional selection
without today’s faddish fusion or sushi
and sashimi. Not even a Caesar salad.
Starters include ingredients such as
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duck breast, foie gras, cèpe and morel
mushrooms, and truffles. There are five
each of the fish and meat entrees, and
a good selection of items for the grill
(priced in rubles per 100 grams). The
restaurant is known for its large wine
list, dominated by French, of course.
I tried the Crème de Châtaignes
aux Cèpes (490r), a nutty bronze and
creamy chestnut soup with white
cèpe mushrooms and truffle oil. For
a starter, I selected the Poêlée de
Saint-Jacques, Risotto de Cèpes Sauce
Safron (780r), plump pan-fried scallops presented on a tender and perfectly
cooked white risotto with cèpe mushrooms surrounded by a deep-colored,
creamy saffron sauce. My main course
was Magret de Canard Rôti, Bâtons de
Rhubarbe et Compotée d’Oignons et
Pomme (930r), roasted and very tender
duck breast, nicely contrasted with the
sharp rhubarb, apples, and onion, over
which it was served (goes well with a red

Côte du Rhone wine). As for desserts —
well, there are a dozen delights, such as
Delicious Dacquoise Cake with banana
candied in spices, apricot sorbet and
chocolate tuile (450r).
We finished the evening in the
crowded Bistro Le P’tit Carré. This
enclave, which serves breakfast on the
weekends, has an extensive selection of
bistro items — salad of seasonal vegetables (310r), goat cheese salad (420r),
onion soup gratiné (230r), Croque
Monsieur (360r), and beef tartare Carré
Blanc (480r).
In my opinion, Carré Blanc is one of
Moscow’s top ten, with something to
offer those seeking haute cuisine, a
social bistro meal and drink, or weekend
brunch. P
Carré Blanc
19/2 Ul. Seleznyovskaya
258-4403
M. Novoslobodskaya
www.carreblanc.ru

Distribution List
Pakistan
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States

Medical/Dental Centers
Business Centers

Liga Pub
London Pub
Louisiana Steak House
Moka-Loka
Molly Gwynn's Pub
Nedalny Vostok
Night Flight
Nostalgie
Pancho Villa
Pizza Maxima
Planet Sushi
Porto Maltese
Pyramid
Rendezvous
R&B Cafe
Santa Fe
Scandinavia
Shafran
Shamrock
Shokolad
Silvers Irish Pub
Simple Pleasures
Starlite Diner
Sudar
T. G. I. Friday's
Talk of the Town
Tesoro
The Place
Trattoria Macaroni
Tunnel
Uncle Sam’s
Uzbekistan
Vanilla Sky
V.I.P. National
Vesna
Yapona Mama
Yellow Sea
Zapravochnya

American Center
Business Center Degtyarny
Business Center Mokhovaya
Dayev Plaza
Iris Business Centre
Japan House
LG Electronics
Lotte Plaza
McDonald’s Headquarters
Meyerkhold House
Morskoi Dom
Mosalarko Plaza
Mosbusiness Center
Moscow Business Center
Mosenka 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Novinsky Passage
Olympic Plaza
Romanov Dvor
Samsung Center
Sodexo
Usadba Center
Usadba Center JTI
Western Bridge Business Center
Wrigley Business Center
Znamenskoye Business Center

American Clinic
American Dental Clinic
American Dental Center
American Medical Center
American-Russian Dental Сenter
European Dental Center
European Medical Center
German Dental Center
International SOS Alarm Center
International SOS Medical Clinic
US Dental Care
MedinCentre

Others
Anglia Bookshop
Anglo-American School
American Institute of Business
and Economics
Baker Hughes
ВВС
Citibank
DHL
English International School
Expat Salon
General Electric
General Motors CIS
Goodyear Russia
Halliburton International
Hinkson Christian Academy
Imperial Tailoring Co.
Indian Shop
Ital-Market
Jones Lang LaSalle
Mars LLC
Mega
NB Gallery
Penny Lane Realty
Philips Russia
Procter & Gamble
Raiffeisenbank
Renaissance Capital
Shishkin Gallery
TeamAllied
TSM Limousine Service
Unilever
Uniastrum Bank

PASSPORT

Restaurants & Bars
Academy
Accenti
Adriatico
Alpen Terrasse
American Bar & Grill
Art Bazar
Art Chaikhona
Australian Open
BeerHouse
Bellezza
Bistrot
Blue Elephant
Bookcafe
Cafe Cipollino
Cafe Michelle
Cafe Mokka
Сarre Blanc
Che
Cicco Pizza
Coffee Bean
Colonna
Correa’s
Cutty Sark
Da Cicco
Darbar
Donna Klara
French Cafe
Gallery of Art
Gandhara
Gorki
Grand Havana
Guilly's
Hard Rock Cafe
Hic Bibitur
Ichiban Boshi
Il Patio
Italianets
Jonka
Ju-Ju
Khajuraho
Labardans
Leonardo

Residential Complexes
Park Place (office)
Pokrovky Hills
Rosinka (office)
Rosinka (sport center)

Business Organizations

MOSCOW

Metropol
Mezhdunarodnaya 2
Maxima Hotels
National
Novotel 1, 2
Proton
Radisson Slavyanskaya
Renaissance
Sheraton Palace
Soyuz
Sretenskaya
Swissotel Krasnye Holmy
Tiflis
Volga
Zavidovo
Zolotoye Koltso

American Chamber
of Commerce
European Business Club
Russo-British Chamber
of Commerce

www. passportmagazine.ru
+7 (495) 660-0888

Hotels
Akvarel Hotel Moscow
Ararat Park Hyatt
Art-Hotel
Belgrad
Globus
Golden Apple Hotel
East-West
Katerina-City Hotel
Korsten
Marriott Courtyard
Marriott Grand
Marriot Royal Aurora
Marriott Tverskaya

Embassies

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
China
Cyprus
Czech Rebublic
Denmark
Egypt
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Indonesia
India
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Kuwait
Luxembourg
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Fitness Centers

Dr. Loder
Gold's Gym
Sport Line Club
Radisson Slavyanskaya Sport Club

Airlines/Travel Companies
ABN AMPD Bank
American Express
Aviatransagentstvo
Astravel
Capital Tours
Moscow Voyage Bureau
Streamline
Swiss International
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Wine & Dine Listings
AMERICAN
AMERICAN BAR & GRILL
Hamburgers, steaks, bacon & eggs and more.
Children’s room on weekends. Open 24 hours.
2/1 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul., 250-9525.
M. Mayakovskaya
59 Ul. Zemlyanoi Val, 912-3621/3615.
M. Taganskaya
14 Kirovogradskaya Ul., (inside Global City Trade
Center), 956-4843, M. Yuzhnaya
FLAT IRON BAR & ROADHOUSE
Located in the Courtyard Marriot. Americanstyle pub with great cuisine and meat dishes.
7 Voznesensky Pereulok, 937-3077.
M. Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya, Chekhovskaya
T.G.I. FRIDAY’S
American favorites in a cozy wood-paneled setting. Open noon-midnight.
18/2 Tverskaya Ul., 694-3921/2497.
M. Pushkinskaya, Tverskaya
1/2 Leninsky Prospekt, 238-3200.
M. Oktyabrskaya
33 Ul. Zemlyanoi Val (in Atrium Mall), 970-1187.
See www.tgifridays.ru for additional locations.
STARLITE DINER
American ‘50s-style diner. Extensive menu with
great breakfasts, cheeseburgers, milkshakes.
Open 24 hours.
6 Prospekt Vernadskogo, 783-4037.
M. Universitet
16 Ul. Bolshaya Sadovaya, 290-9638.
M. Mayakovskaya
9a Ul. Korovy Val, 959-8919.
M. Oktyabrskaya

ASIAN
BELOYE SOLNTSE PUSTYNI
Named after White Desert Sun, one of the
USSR’s favorite films. An eclectic Asian menu
that includes Azerbaijan and Uzbek cuisine. Open
noon-midnight.
29 Ul. Neglinnaya, 625-2596, 200-6836
M. Kuznetsky Most, Teatralnaya
BLUE ELEPHANT
Thai cuisine with impeccable service. Try the
Royal Thai Platter to sample a range of Thai
specialties. Three-elephant rating means very
spicy; no elephants means it’s mild enough to
serve the kids. Open noon-midnight.
31 Novinsky Bulvar, 580-7757. M. Barrikadnaya
INDUS
”Elitny” modern Indian restaurant with Chivas
bar on the first floor. Open 24 hours.
15 Plotnikov Pereulok, 244-7979.
M. Smolenskaya, Kropotkinskaya
TANDOOR
Upscale Indian. Open noon-midnight.
31 Tverskaya Ul., 699-8062.
M. Mayakovskaya

EUROPEAN
APPLE BAR & RESTAURANT
A chic, intimate lounge serving classic and
original cocktails. The restaurant offers a
selection of simple and tasty European dishes in
a contemporary atmosphere. Restaurant 0pen
19:00-last guest; bar open 24 hours.
11 Ul. Malaya Dmitrovka, 980-7000.
M. Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya, Chekhovskaya
CAFE DES ARTISTES
Restaurant and bar offers fine European cuisine
in a relaxed atmosphere, often with recent
art on the walls of the upstairs room. Open
11:00-midnight.
5/6 Kamergersky Pereulok, 692-4042.
M. Teatralnaya
CAFE SWISS
Breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Located on the
3rd floor of Swissotel Krasnye Holmy. European
(including Swiss) cuisine and Russian dishes.
Seafood buffet on Tuesdays, Russian buffet
Wednesdays. Open 7:00-22:30.
52/6 Kosmodamianskaya Nab,, 787-9800/3202,
M. Paveletskaya

CUTTY SARK
Restaurant made to look like a luxury yacht.
Aquarium with live lobsters and crabs; oyster
bar; over 40 varieties of fresh fish. Seasonal
offerings from the chef. Extensive selection of
wine, spirits, cigars. "Captain's Cabin" VIP room.
Open 11:00-midnight.
12 Novinsky Bulvar, 202-1312/1621.
M. Smolenskaya, Barrikadnaya
DANTES
Several dining halls. Menu consists of European
and Soviet dishes. Dantes gives a master-class
in style to Moscow`s upmarket cocktail crowd.
Open 24 hours.
13 Myasnitskaya Ul., Bldg.1
Tel. 621-4688, M. Chistiye Prudy
GALEREYA
Trendy, lavish and expensive. The place to see
and be seen. Open 24 hours.
27 Ul. Petrovka, 937-4544.
M. Pushkinskaya
OBSERVATOIRE
Excelllent – and expensive European cuisine –
with attentive service in a relaxed atmosphere.
Valet parking available. Free wi-fi. Open noonmidnight.
22 Bolshaya Yakimanka, bldg. 3
643-3606/797-4333, www.observatoire.ru
M. Oktyabrskaya, Polyanka
THE SAVOY
Located inside the hotel of the same name, the
restaurant lunch and dinner. Its magnificent interior and gourmet menu make it equally suited
to corporate events and candlelit dinners. Open
noon-last guest.
3 Ul. Rozhdvizhenka, 620-8600.
M. Kuznetsky Most
SHOKOLAD
Pan-European menu plus a selection of Japanese
dishes. Cozy decor and live music. Open 24
hours.
5 Strastnoi Bulvar, 787-8866.
M. Pushkinskaya, Chekhovskaya, Tverskaya
SIMPLE PLEASURES
The large dining room accommodates 80
people, while the cozy Fireplace Hall doubles
as a showroom for photographers. As always,
a DJ entertains from 22:00. Enjoy the simple
pleasures of life! Open noon-06:00
22/1 Sretenka Ul., 607-1521.
M. Sukharevskaya
SKY LOUNGE
This sushi bar on the roof of the luxury hotel offers its guests unparalleled views of the Kremlin
Palace and Red Square. Top-notch sushi. Open
noon-midnight.
32a Leninsky Prospekt (In the Russian
Academy of Sciences building),
915-1042; 938-5775.
M. Leninsky Propekt
TSIMES
Kosher. Open noon-midnight.
3 Novoslobodskaya Ul., 499 973-0873
M. Novoslobodskaya
VANILLE
Hip French and Japanese near Christ the Savior
Cathedral. Open noon-midnight.
1 Ul. Ostozhenka, 202-3341.
M. Kropotkinskaya
VOGUE CAFE
European food, top clientele. Hip and elegant
partnership with Vogue magazine. Modern,
continental menu. Open Mon.-Thurs., 20:3001:00, Fri., 20:30-02:00, Sat., noon-02:00,
Sun., noon-01:00.
7/9 Ul. Kuznetsky Most, 923-1701.
M. Kuznetsky Most
YU CAFE
DJ cafe with inexpensive but good-quality
food, drinks and house music. Open weekdays
10:00-midnight.
4 Pushechnaya Ul., 271-8865.
M. Kuznetsky Most

CITY GRILL
Contemporary European cuisine, modern
interior. Open noon-2:00.
2/30 Sadovaya-Triumfalnaya Ul., 699-0953.
M. Mayakovskaya

ZOLOTOI KUPOL
Upmarket restaurant serving Caucasian and
pan-European cuisine. Wide selection of beverages. Open 24 hours.
Gorki-10, 70/2 Rublyovo-Uspenskoye Shosse,
634-5278.
M. Molodyozhnaya

COFFEE MANIA
Good daytime business meeting venue next to
Moscow Conservatory. Open 24 hours.
13 Ulitsa Bolshaya Nikitskaya
775-5188, 775-4310, www.cofffeemania.ru
M. Arbatskaya, Biblioteka im. Lenina

4 ANGELS CAFE
European, Russian and Japanese cuisine. Cozy
cafe with gorgeous interior.
Open Sun.-Thurs.,noon-6:00, Fri.-Sat., 24 hrs.
5 Pokrovka Ul., 364-3339.
M. Kitai-Gorod
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5 RINGS RESTAURANT
European and Russian cuisine with cozy atmosphere, elegant interior.
Open noon-last guest.
27 Dolgorukovskaya, 250-2551.
M. Novoslobodskaya

ITALIAN
BENVENUTO
Great variety of Italian cuisine. Most items run
around or below 300 rubles. Open NOON-23:00.
6 Velozavodskaya Ul. 675-0033.
M. Avtozavodskaya, Dubrovka
BISTROT
Italian cuisine, three dining rooms, VIP hall,
summer patio. Open noon-5:00.
12 Bol. Savinsky Per., Bldg. 2, 248-4045.
M. Kievskaya
CAFE ROSET
Along with the excellent Italian food, Cafe Roset
offers a good wine list (try the Australian Clarendon Hills Syrah). Open 9:00-midnight.
29 Kutuzovsky Prospekt,
249-9040/8585.
M. Kutuzovskaya, Studencheskaya
CHIANTI
The feeling in the small dining room is cozy
rather than cramped with an open kitchen at
one end of the room. The walls have beautiful
custom murals depicting a Florence landscape,
framed by windowsills with a base hewn from
Italian marble. A large variety of pizza and a
wide choice of Italian cuisine.
48 Leningradsky Prospekt,
612-5612
M. Dinamo
CIPOLLINO
Coffee-and cream-colored stylish Italian eatery
a stone's throw from Christ the Savior Cathedral. Three halls with numerous divans make for
cozy dining in this upmarket restaurant. Open
noon-6:00.
7 Soimonovsky Proyezd, Bldg.1,
291-6576.
M. Kropotkinskaya
CONCERTO RESTAURANT AND BAR
Italian cooking prepared with the freshest herbs
and ingredients. Patrons are entertained by the
live show in the open kitchen. Wide selection of
pizzas, cheeses. Ask the sommelier for beverage
recommendations. Open 12:00-01:00.
52/6 Kosmodamianskaya Nab., Bldg. 6,
787-9898.
M. Paveletskaya
DA GIACOMO
An exact copy of Da Giacomo in New York and
Milan. This spacious two-level restaurant is
heavy with authentic Italian furniture and brica-brac… Open noon-23:00.
25/20 Spiridonovka Ul., 746-6964.
M.Barrikadnaya, www.litelife.ru
MARIO
Delightful elegance and style with best-quality
Italian dishes. Open noon-last guest.
17 Ul. Klimashkina, 253-6505.
M. Barrikadnaya
ROBERTO
Cozy, classy Italian. Open 11:00-midnight.
20 Rozhdesventkiy Bulvar,
628-1944
M. Kuznetsky Most
SEMIFREDDO
A little bit of everything. Large selection of
wines and spirits, including grappa and cognac.
Open noon-23:00.
2 Rossolimo Ul., 248-6169.
M. Park Kultury
SETTEBELLO
Classic Italian menu with a Russian twist. Cozy
coffee lounge. Open noon-last guest.
3 Sadovaya-Samotechnaya Ul.,
699-1656/3039.
M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar, Mayakovskaya
SPAGO
Stylish restaurant with a wide range of pastas.
Live music. Open noon-23:00.
1 Bolshoi Zlatoustinsky Pereulok,
921-3797. M. Lubyanka
13 SANDWICHES BISTRO
Cozy Italian eatery serving warm gourmet
panini.
Open 9:00-21:00, delivery until 19:00.
21 Ul. Trubnaya, 106-4996.
M. Trubnaya

JAPANESE
ICHIBAN BOSHI
High-quality, affordable Japanese with cool
ambience.
22 Krasnaya Presnya Ul., 255-0909.
M. Krasnopresnenskaya
105 Prospekt Vernadskogo, k.1
M. Yugo-Zapadnaya
50 Ul. Bolshaya Yakimanka NEW LOCATION!
M. Polyanka
Open 11:00-midnight. www.ichiban.ru
SAPPORO
105-1 Prospekt Vernadskogo, 433-9151.
M. Yugo-Zapadnaya Modern Japanese with
extensive sushi and sashimi menu. Open noon23:00.
14 Prospekt Mira, 207-0198.
M. Prospekt Mira
TSVETENIYE SAKURY
Completely new restaurant concept in Moscow
based on the combination of traditional and
contemporary Japanese cuisine. Ancient
recipes are joined by recent innovations. Open
noon-midnight.
7 Krasina Ul., Bldg. 1, 506-0033.
M. Mayakovskaya

MEDITERRANEAN
PANORAMA
Located on the 23rd floor of theGolden Ring
Hotel, Panorama’s service and food are also
elevated far above the rest of the city. The
Mediterranean cuisine is served on Versace
tableware, and the Versace glasses make any
drink taste better. Open 18:00-midnight.
5 Smolenskaya Ul., 725-0100.
M. Smolenskaya
ARARAT
A little corner of Armenia right in the center of
Moscow. Cozy atmosphere and spicy Armenian
fare. All ingredients are delivered straight from
Armenia, and the wine list abounds with the finest Armenian cognacs. Open noon-midnight.
4 Neglinnaya Ul.(Ararat Park Hyatt), 783-1234.
M. Teatralnaya, Kuznetsky Most

RUSSIAN
CAFE PUSHKIN
A Moscow classic serving upmarket Russian
cuisine in a lavish, 19th-century setting. Bustling ground-floor dining hall, more sophisticated
(and pricier) experience upstairs. Reservation
essential. Open 24 hours.
26a Tverskoi Bulvar, 739-0033.
M. Pushkinskaya, Tverskaya, Chekhovskaya
GODUNOV
For real lovers of all things Russian, including
traditional Russian dancing, flowing rivers of
vodka and plates stacked with food. For those
who find it thrilling to dine in the Tsar’s chambers, which were established during the time of
Boris Godunov. Open noon-midnight.
5 Teatralnaya Ploshchad, Bldg. 1, 698-5609.
M. Teatralnaya
GRABLI
The best mid-priced Russian food in Moscow.
Buffet-style. Russian cuisine.
Open 09:00-23:00.
99 Prospect Mira, 602-4662.
M. Alexeyevskaya www.grably.ru
GRAND ALEXANDER
Named after poet Alexander Pushkin, this
restaurant is valued for its refined European
cuisine with a wide choice of French delicacies
that delight Muscovites and foreigners alike.
Visitors who seek anonymity can dine in one of
the private rooms.
Open Mon.-Fri., 18:00-23:00.
26 Tverskaya Ul. (in Marriott Grand Hotel),
937-0000.
M. Tverskaya
NA MELNITSE
Uber-Russian eatery. Homemade cuisine – kvas,
mors, vodka, pickles. The interior is in Russian
style with plenty of wood. The food is far from
cheap, but the portions are enormous: it’s like
being fed by an overzealous babushka. Open
noon-last guest.
7 Tverskoi Bulvar, 290-3737.
M. Pushkinskaya, Tverskaya, Chekhovskaya
24 Sadovo-Spasskaya Ul., 625-8890/8753.
M. Krasniye Vorota www.namelnitse.ru
OBLOMOV
In a mansion in the historical Zamoskvorechye
area, the interior is crammed with ancient utensils and furniture. Two large halls are named

Columns
The Fairer Sex
text Fred Flinstone

T

his was to be an article about women drivers in Bedrock,
but there is a problem: there aren’t any, or practically
so. About eight years ago, Fred stood on a street corner and
counted the number of cars that passed before he saw a
woman driver. As he remembers, the number exceeded 200.
A more recent vigil counted to 25. Statistics are hard to come
by, but Fred would guess that under five percent of drivers on
Bedrock roads are women.
It would be interesting to know just how many women had
driver’s licenses before 1992. Before Fred first took the wheel
in Bedrock himself, he had a driver, Kolya, a lifetime professional who, like many pre-1992 drivers, got his fi rst experience in the army. Kolya thought that women were to blame
for most problems on the roads and commented so practically every time he saw a woman driver. If she was slow off
the mark at the light, this was further proof of the danger
they pose on the road. It was difficult to explain to him that
women drivers in the West are statistically safer and also
qualify for lower insurance rates. At the time, auto insurance
in Bedrock was practically non-existent.
The relatively few cars and drivers pre-1992, or even pre1998 financial crisis, means that the vast majority of drivers
in the city, including women, are relatively inexperienced.
Many first hit the road when already past the age of 30,
To be fair, many new drivers take the task seriously. The
and driving is something better learned young regardless
spare shelter of the inexperienced driver in Bedrock is the
of gender. Also, given that it is possible to “purchase” a
warning sign, a simple “У” (for uchenik, student) posted in
driver’s license without ever taking a lesson, the skill level
the rear window or, more prominently, on the roof of the
on Bedrock roads is rather low.
learner’s car, warning off all but the most angry and impaEven though more women now have a driver’s license,
tient. Most drivers will give a little leeway to the “У” driver.
many, like Wilma, don’t
If Wilma gets back on the
drive, discouraged by the
road, she will defi nitely get
danger and aggression on There are many courteous and reasonable drivers on her “У” sign, a big one, set on
Bedrock roads. The bad boys Bedrock roads, male and female, but it is the high top of the car.
of Bedrock streets can be number of reckless and dangerous drivers, seldom if
Fred would like to say that
vicious and unforgiving, and ever female, that makes the roads fearsome.
the roads, like the governfrom behind tinted windows,
ment, might be better off left
no one is spared. And who can tell whether the driver in
to women, who are less likely to wield the power in their
front is male or female, young or old, when you are weaving
hands as a weapon. But, alas, it’s a wicked world, and women
through traffic on the Garden Ring as if it were a NASCAR
drivers in Bedrock can be as aggressive as their male roadracetrack.
mates. They “feel the need” to jump in without signal or
hesitation, to prove they are as good as anyone else, to show
they can “lock and load” with the best of them.
Recently, Fred was watching one of the Bedrock talk shows,
an interview with a well-known star of the musical estrada.
The subject, when asked about driving, was proud to declare
how much she enjoyed going at close to 200 kilometers per
hour to the countryside. It was “relaxing,” she declared.
There are many courteous and reasonable drivers on
Bedrock roads, male and female, but it is the high number of
reckless and dangerous drivers, seldom if ever female, that
make the roads fearsome.
So, not unlike the question recently posed during the
American presidential primary races, will the Bedrock
female be a driver who happens to be a woman or a woman
driver? I guess we will have to wait eight more years to
find out. P
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Community
Lipp Service:
Green Spaces in a Dusty Summer City
text Linda Lippner
Like many of you, I spend most of my
summertime in Moscow inside and around
the Garden Ring. Dusty, noisy and hot city
sidewalks can get old quickly if you don’t
have an air-conditioned car to tool around
in or if you decide to walk to your destination to avoid all that traffic.
For surviving in the city, I have found several green
areas in which to take a rest and get a bit of fresh air when
I can’t take the hot, hard sidewalks one minute more.
Most are free of charge and waiting to welcome you into
their lush green spaces where you can rest up before
getting back to your Moscow trekking.
My little oases in the city are not the grand parks that
also help replenish the oxygen in Moscow with their
thousands of trees, but the small spaces that still let you
hide from the noise and dust. If I can manage it, I always
try to walk around the center of the city via the Bulvar
[Boulevard] Ring. This park-laced thoroughfare is what I
imagine the Garden Ring looked like before the Soviets
transformed it into the 8-plus lanes of cars racing around
in perpetual circles.
Along the bulvar sit on a bench, watch the dog walkers,
take in an outdoor art exhibit, and breathe in the treefreshened air. Though you can still hear and watch the
traffic zoom by on either side, you are somewhat insulated from it all behind the iron fences that keep you safe
from the whizzing cars.
There is a spot that I have never read about but discovered on my own. I ventured across the glassed-in footbridge that leads to the east side of the Moscow River away
from the Kievsky Vokzal and the Evropeyskaya Ploshchad
mall. It is near the docks for the river boat tours. Leaving
that frantic area behind, I crossed the river and turned left
onto Rostovsky Pereulok, walking high above the water
on a strip of greenery that afforded a spectacular view
looking west across the city. On a sunny day, the giant
apartment buildings and the train station shine amazingly clean and white in the sunlight. You can stand or sit
on the grass and feel like a bird about to take flight.

In addition, there are three small parks that I especially seek out in the summertime heat. Hermitage Park
on Karetny Ryad contributes to my relaxation even
though it is being built up with restaurants, theaters,
and outdoor concerts that sometimes block free access
to some of the park areas. But the flower beds and nice
benches make up for any crowded conditions, especially
in the late evening when it is fi nally dark but entirely
safe to be walking or sitting among the many strolling
people. The Botanical Garden on Prospect Mira is like
being in Kensington Gardens in London — an Englishstyle “natural” garden with plantings, vine-covered
arbors, and tree alleyways for strolling. Recently they
started charging an entrance fee of 50 rubles, but I will
gladly pay to have the managers of this special place
keep the flowers growing and the bushes and trees
trimmed.
Amazingly, there is a small garden in the Kremlin that
I have never read about in all the grandiose descriptions
of that historical place. The last time I was there, it was
100 rubles to enter the Kremlin territory’s churches, and
instead of using the ticket to do that, I headed past the
giant cracked bell and across the street to a park with
giant trees, formal flowerbeds, and benches where you
can imagine the Kremlin powerbrokers taking a break
from their powerbrokering. You can walk over to the
edge of the park near the hedges and trees and look down
onto the Kremlyovskaya Embankment and out over the
river to the south. When I was there, a giant hawk on
a leash tended by his soldier handler really added to the
glamour of being in the Kremlin park.
The best green hideaways in Moscow are the hundreds
— if not thousands — of hidden courtyards between
the old apartment buildings in the center of the city.
Most seem friendly and welcoming to a passerby who
might join the locals using them to visit their courtyard neighbors, exercise their dogs and kids, and enjoy
the trees and fresh air. Try it on a summer evening
after your work day to enjoy the best of Moscow’s
summer. P
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Columns
Between Paris and Moscow:
Remarks from (and about) the Second Sex
text Eva Lanska
Russian television personality and writer Eva Lanska, who divides her
time between homes in Paris and Moscow, reflects on differences
between the two cities and the women who inhabit them.

P

aris is a well-kept, esthetically
beautiful city, while Moscow is
overpopulated, choked with cars, and
constantly being torn up.
That said, Moscow is, of course,
closer to my heart. Today Moscow
is one of the most dynamic and fastgrowing cities in the world. The feel,
the memories, the energy of this city
are unforgettable, and it forces you
to be in perpetual motion, to move
constantly ahead.
Like when you are driving, and you’re
at the very front of a lane of traffic. You
look in the rearview mirror and see that
there is a whole line of people behind
you waiting to pass you if you hesitate
for a moment. This competition keeps
the pace up.
Of course, it’s really sad that in our
city so little attention is paid to ecological issues. This is a contrast with Paris,
where, for example, the basic elements
of life — water and air — are just delicious. Coming from Moscow, they’re a
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real treat. I hope that someday we will
get to the point here where we care as
much about nature and ourselves as
they do in France.
French women are different from
Russian women most of all in their
degree of self-confidence and sense
of control over their own future. A
Frenchwoman knows, for example, that
if her husband suddenly leaves her for
another woman, he will have to divide
their properly equally and honestly, pay
alimony and child support, etc. He’ll
have no way around it. Russian women,
on the other hand, don’t feel protected
by the law in any real sense.
In France, a woman can win a court
case, even, for example, if the man
promised to marry her and changed his
mind. It’s the same thing with jobs and
careers. In France, worker protection is
one of the government’s top priorities.
French women are also more
economical than Russians. You don’t
see women going into a brand-name

store and blowing their whole month’s
salary on designer clothes. They are
very thrift y, which is a good thing. The
obverse side of that coin, though, is that
they can be jealous, even when it comes
to unimportant things. That sort of
envy has become such a norm that they
don’t even see it as a negative.
Another thing is that in Europe, a
woman at age 30 is only starting her
life. In Russia, age and stages of life are
viewed in a completely different way.
Many women see themselves as old at
age 40 or 45 just because that’s what
male opinion says. P

Columns

Daniel Klein’s Legal Line
Passport’s legal columnist Daniel Klein fields legal questions posed by our
readers. Do you have a Russia-related corporate legal question you’d like
Daniel to address? Then tell him about it at dklein@passportmagazine.ru.
Dear Daniel:
I am based in the Netherlands and we are developing
a business soft ware product that we will start selling in
Russia once the soft ware has been fi nalized in about six
months. We set up a Dutch holding company and are in
the process of setting up a subsidiary in Russia. I recently
found out that there is a potential local Russian competitor who within several months will market a similar
product using the same name that we have chosen. I
have been advised that in Russia it doesn’t matter who
uses a trademark fi rst but who fi les the trademark application fi rst. Do you have any trademark fi ling-tips for
Russia?
Dear Soft ware Brander:
First off, in Russia, as in most countries, foreign
companies and individuals have the right to fi le for a
trademark, and the applicant does not have to have a
locally established company before doing so. Depending
on the corporate structure that you use, it might be
advisable to keep the intellectual property (IP) in the
name of the foreign entity and then establish trademark
licenses with the Russian entity or other entities in other
markets that you may enter, but that would depend on
the particularities of your business model.
Second, you are allowed to fi le for a trademark prior
to selling your product here in Russia. According to
Russian trademark law, you have three years from the
registration date to start using the trademark commercially. But before you go through the process of applying
for a trademark, it is advisable to fi nd out if the trademark you want to use is available in Russia, and, for that
matter, any other country where you envisage using the
trademark in the next several years. It may turn out that
your potential competitor has already fi led or others

have registrations that are the same or similar to the
trademark you want to use.
When you fi le for a Russian trademark, the trademark
office will indicate availability, but it could take months
to receive this information from them. So conventional
wisdom holds that it is worth spending some money
up front to conduct an independent trademark search,
which can usually produce results within a few weeks.
Th is way you play it safe by making sure ahead of time
that you can use the mark rather than learning about
other, more senior trademark claimants later on the
hard way.
Many entrepreneurs adopt a trademark without verifying its availability and without fi ling for trademark
protection, only to fi nd out a few years after commencing
use that there are others out there with senior confl icting
rights. Th is is true not only in Russia but everywhere
in the world. These unlucky entrepreneurs often fi nd
themselves supporting costly, business-distracting litigations and, even worse, may even be forced to abandon
their original trademark. Th is can be a nightmare for an
entrepreneur who has made significant investments in
his or her brand. Re-branding is neither fun nor cheap.
One other important point about trademarks in Russia
is that if the words used have meaning in a foreign
language and are not, say, names of individuals, it may
be necessary to obtain a trademark in Russia if you
intend to use the words in advertisements. P
Daniel Klein is a partner at the law firm of
Hellevig, Klein & Usov in Moscow
and a professor at Pericles Law School.
He is also a frequent legal commentator
for Russia Today TV.
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Out & About
New Detective Novel from Eva Lanska

O

photos Valery Logachev

n May 20, Russian TV personality Eva Lanska not only
released her debut literary effort, Wampum, but invited guests
to walk right into the plot of the detective novel. Visitors arriving
at Moscow’s The Apartment restaurant were greeted by police cars
and ambulances blocking the entrance and soon found themselves
crossing into a crime scene. It took the appearance of the author,
dressed in a police uniform, to calm the crowd and reassure them
that it was all part of the planned event. As part of the spectacle,
each guest was given a flashlight and led to a display of photographs
of “suspects” before viewing the “corpse” of the “victim,” Russian
MTV VJ Archie, allegedly strangled by his own tie. The mock gruesome tenor of the event changed, however, as a press conference
about the book and entertainment provided by various singers,
including Lanska herself, began. There are plans to release French
and English translations, but at the moment the book is available at
local bookstores only in Russian.

Mercedes-Benz Classic Day 2008

O

photos courtesy of Jazz Up

n May 17, the Mercedes-Benz Classic Club held a Moscow road race
for vintage cars. This year’s Classic Day, the club’s fourth, gathered
over 40 owners and their venerable automobiles, manufactured between
the 1930s and the 1960s. From the starting line at Sparrow Hills, the
contestants proceeded in their “oldtimers” through historical parts of
the city center, ending up at the Dvoryanskoye Gnezdo restaurant on the
Rublyovo-Uspensky Highway, where a retro 1950s-style entertainment
program awaited. A 1969 Mercedes-Benz 280 SE won the blue ribbon,
while a 1970 280 SL placed, and a 1965 230 SL showed. Other participants included a 1959 Jaguar XK 150 S, a 1968 Alfa Romeo Spider, a 1970
Chevy Corvette, and a 1934 Packard Super 8 C-R. The event was sponsored by Hennessy, BOEM, GemTech, Villeroy & Boch, Day and Night
Antiques, and Mobil 1.
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Marriott Courtyard’s Summer Party

O
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n May 29, the Marriott Courtyard Moscow City Center had a party dedicated to
the impending arrival of summer. Brightly clad clowns presented summer fruit
to guests as they entered the hotel’s lobby, where a buffet by hotel chef Charlie Aird
featuring such summertime fare as scallops and asparagus awaited them. The summer
theme was picked up in the hotel’s atrium, where activities for guests included flowerarranging demonstrations and a classic summer carnival favorite, dressing up in funny
outfits and posing for photographs. A highlight of the evening was a short speech by the
hotel’s outgoing general manager, Marco Fien, who is leaving to assume the analogous
post at Marriott’s new hotel in Kazakhstan. Mr. Fien is handing the reins over to Olga
Nikitina, who will be Marriott’s first Russian general manager in the region as well as
the first woman to hold the position.

Spotlight Singapore in Moscow 2008

photos courtesy marka:ff

S

potlight Singapore is a cultural and economic project
designed to facilitate dialogue between that Asian
country and other nations. With successful forums in
Tokyo and Hong Kong already under its belt, the initiative set its sights on Russia this year with a four-day event
organized by the Embassy of the Republic of Singapore in
the Russian Federation in conjunction with the Arts House
Company and timed to coincide with the 40th anniversary
of the establishment of diplomatic relations between Russia
and Singapore. The centerpiece of the program — which
took place from June 4 through 7 at a number of Moscow
venues including the Pushkin Museum, the Moscow
International House of Music, Swissotel Krasnye Holmy,
and the Solyanka club — was Generation/s, a project that
melds the musical styles of the various ethnic groups represented in Singapore’s diverse population. Another highlight
was the Poetics of Space, a multimedia installation at the
Khokhlovskaya Manufaktura Art Center devoted to the art
and culture, sights and sounds of Singapore. The cultural
events were complemented by an economic forum, which
brought together Russian business and government leaders
and over 100 business people from Singapore to discuss
opportunities for further development of economic ties
between the two countries.
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Yachting Season Opens

H
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undreds of Moscow’s glitterati gathered at the Admiral Boat
Club on May 31 to mark the start of the 2008 yachting season.
The star-studded celebration at the exclusive yacht club included an
exhibit of the latest boating equipment along with a lavish entertainment program that lasted well into the evening. There were games and
boat rides for children, swashbuckling pirates, and Marilyn Monroe
and Charlie Chaplin impersonators. Even the god Poseidon himself
made an appearance. And with a snip of the red ribbon, Admiral
president Yuri Kantsev declared the yachting season open.

Legal Briefs Don’t Burn:
Law Firm’s Summer Block Party at
Bulgakov House

W

e all know that Moscow can be an unwelcoming,
impersonal place. In an attempt to increase the intimacy of life in their own little corner of Gotham, on June
5th the law firm of Hellevig, Klein & Usov held its first
annual Summer Block Party for their office building, located
at 10 Bolshaya Sadovaya. According to party organizers,
“These types of events give co-tenants a great opportunity
to network and the perfect chance to party.” Food offered at
the event included traditional American fare like homemade
apple pie as well as more newfangled eats like sushi rolls.
The Russian flavor was provided by the premises themselves:
Mikhail Bulgakov lived for a time in the building, which
makes an appearance in his novel The Master and Margarita.
Woland couldn’t make it, but some attendees reported seeing
Margarita on her broomstick in the sky above the Garden
Ring. Guests departed confident that their next chance
meeting with a neighbor in the elevator would be a little
warmer and friendlier.
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Diema’s Dream: Dreams 2008
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n May 24, at the GUM department store on Red Square,
the Diema’s Dream Foundation held its fourth annual
Dreams fundraising event. Since 1998, Diema’s Dream has
worked to improve the lives of disabled Russian children
through programs such as Help, which provides support to
orphanage #8 in Moscow, and The Family Education and
Intervention Center, which offers individualized services free
of charge to Moscow families raising children with serious
disabilities. The Dreams 2008 dinner and art auction marked
the foundation’s 10th anniversary, but this milestone was not
the only reason to celebrate.
This year, Diema’s Dream Village, a community designed for
disabled young adults and their families, will open its doors.
The first program of its kind in Russia, the village will provide
support and services that will allow its residents to achieve
levels of independence and social integration that were previously out of reach. In short, after years spent living in institutions, many children and young adults who enter the Diema’s
Dream Village will finally be “home.” Naturally, an undertaking of this scope requires significant financial support, and
the proceeds of this year’s art auction are earmarked for the
village project. In addition, the evening provided an opportunity for guests to contribute to the Diema’s Dream Buy-a-Brick
campaign to build the organization’s charitable endowment,
which, thanks to new legislation allowing such endowments,
will be one of Russia’s first. Renaissance Capital, a gold sponsor
of the 2008 event, will donate its services to manage the fund.
The Dreams 2008 evening began with an opportunity to view
the works of art to be auctioned. Among the 25 donated lots
were sculptures and oil paintings by contemporary Russian
artists. Following this, dinner was served, and then Diema’s
Dream founder and director Mary Dudley reminded the guests
why they were there with a moving speech about the history of
the charity and its accomplishments to date. A short film made
by Anglo-American School junior Matt Eager illustrated what
Mary had spoken of moments earlier — the dreams that had,
through the contributions of many, come true as well as those
that still remained to be realized.
In his introductory remarks, Renaissance Capital’s Bob
Forsman urged the audience to “bid early, bid often,” advice
they heeded: Several vigorous bidding wars provided palpable
suspense and excitement. At the height of the bidding
momentum, sale prices climbed to many times their catalogue
estimates. For example, the Taras Levko sculpture “Girl with
a Stole,” which was listed at $6000-$7000, sold for $35,000,
while the next lot, Vladimir Brainin’s “Light on the Façade II,”
with the same estimate as the Levko work, sold for $36,000.
By evening’s end, the combined efforts of Christie’s auctioneer
Andrew McVinish, who had graciously donated his time for
the event, and a phalanx of student volunteers from the AngloAmerican School, who displayed each lot as it went on the block
and collected payment from winning bidders, along with the
generosity of numerous art-loving guests, had raised $320,400
for Diema’s Dream.
While the hard work of the event’s organizers and volunteers
came to fruition on a single, fleeting evening, the benefits of
their efforts are not limited in space and time. The beautiful
deeds connected with Dreams 2008 — from the works of art to
the works of generosity and compassion — will endure for years
to come. For more information about Diema’s Dream, visit
www.ddfund.ru.
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